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Candidate's
race close
but differen.t
by John Plevka

Although the race between Repub
lican Dan Grane and Democrat Terry
Bruce bas been 'tabbed as being
ieck-8114-neck, the two candidates for
:ongreu are widely different in their
�pu,n contributions..
Accerdilig to Fed eral Election
:ommission statistics, Crane, a Dan
lille dentist, has raised slightly under
;300,000 as of the end of September.
Bruce, the Olney state -senator,
neanwhile has raised $65,260 for the
>ame period.
Crane reportedly says his success in
raising more campaign funds-much
;,f which have come from outside of
Illinois-represents' a broa d based

Elections 78
Katie Sullivan and Junior Randy Haege rehearse

lie upcoming Homecoming production of "Who's

constituancy.
Bruce, however, criticizes the
apparent excess of out-of-state donations to the Crane camp.
.
"I don't think the big spending of
out of state money ought to determine
who is elected here," Bruce said.

Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" The play will premier Friday
night. (News photo by Craig Stockel)

n·ies for state candidates revealed
GFIELD (AP)-Here, at a
, is how inuch money each
te for statewide office has to

Atty. Gen.

Go.vernor
Thompson

$495,180
for the three-month final fndavbl
repts
949,949
ndrive.
-0loans
table shows how much each
$1.445,129
te had as of June 30, how much. blnc

llcce pted in campaign coo
ns between then and Oct. 8,
much each loaned his own
·gn committee, and how the two fndavbl
SJarties stack up comparatively repts
Nov. 7 election draws near.
loans
avbl" means funds available blnc
e 30. "Rcpts" means'receipts
&hen. "Blnc" means how �uch
each candidate has adding
available and rece1pts and then
fndavbl
ng loans.
repts
1ee how much each has including
Um.ply add funds available to loans.
blnc
and ignore the loans column.

Lt. Governor
O'Neal

$13;954
$37,804
-0$ 51,758

Bakalis.

$36,089
$488,906
$100,00<t
$424,995

-0 $24,970
-0$24 ;000

$1,204, 726

ges have been filed but may
lropped Thursday aga\nst an
football player in con
·on with an incident that ocTuesday at Carman Hall.
an
Barney Spates, a
up iailback and member of the
lty team, was charged with
counts of disorderly conduct
he allegedly struck junior
II S. Eastin, Assistant State's
ey James
Dedman
said
csday.
wever, assistant coach Mike
ahan said Wednesday night
tes had talked with Eastin and
charges will be

dropped Thursday..
One of Eastin•s aquaintances said
Tuesday football coaches had called
Eastin numerous times Wednesday
and said he thought coaches were
trying to persuade Eastin ·to drop
charges.
Shanahan would not c()mment on
the allegation.
Dedman
said
�he
incident
stemmed from an alleged argument
Tuesday between Eastin and Spates
after Eastin tried to break up
another altercation between Spates
and Spates' roommate.
Spates is free on $2,500 bond set
by Judge Joseph Spitz with a
preliminary hearing set for Monday,
Dedman said.

$297
$82,459
$12,000
$70,756

Treasurer

Dixon

Skelton

fndavbl
repts
·1oans
blnc

$8,900
$51,737
$5,000
·s55,637

Troy

.

-o

.

Bruce is critical of several donators
to the Crane campaign which have no
interest in the 22nd District.
Some out-of-state donations to the
Crane camp include: $300 from'Coors
beer employees in Colorado, $500 from
the Getty Oil Co. in California and
$1 ,000 from a Houston bank president.

$47,041
$10,000
$37,041

Burris

$6,753
$46,187
-0$52, 940

Bruce too, though, has received
donations
s e veral
out-of-state
including $4,500 from the United Auto
Workers in Detroit, Mich., and $250
from the editor of the New Republic
magazine in Cambridge, Mass.
As the campaign �ds down, both
candidates were running in the black
as of the end of September, according
to statistics.

Cosentino

$1,009
$99,941
$10,000
$89,950

Land purchase begins

Fight results in charges
ren

Castle

-0-. fndavbl
$2,405. repts
-0- loans
$2,405 blnc

$611,379
$593,347
-0-

$338,422
$77,162
-0$415,584

Comptroller

Durbin

Sec. of State
Sharp

Scott

fndavbl
repts
loans
blnc

by Paul Plndersld

·

City officials have just b egun the
process of purchasmg five parcels of
land for tlie side channel water project.
The side channel water project will
essentially make Lake Charleston into
a holding reservoir, a planned solution
to Charleston's water shortage.
The Embarrass River, which flows
through the lake, will be re-routed to
the east of.the current lake with pumps
to create a holding reservoir.
City Planner Larry · Stoever said
�ednesday the city has "just started
n egotiating'' with the owners of
property the city n e eds . to start
construction.
.
•

"We have not talked to all the
owners in greaL Jatail as of yet,''
Stoever said, since a land survey used

·

·

in choosing the parcel� was just
completed recently.
Mayor Bob Hickman said "nothing
concrete" has been decided between
the city and the land owners. He added
that most of the negotiations for th<:
land would be handled through the city
attorney.
Hickman said the city was first
going to try to buy some of the land
and buy the flood rights on the other
parcels, through . the creation o an
easement.
''It would be cheaper for the city and
better for the present landowners,"
Hickman added.
Stoever said the city was looking
into purchasing 20 acres of . land
outright, and get- an easement on 12
additional acres.
·

f
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Parking proposal
News sltorts
discussion continue

------•

·

Israel approve� treaty

.

dent ·for student affairs, asking
The University Traffic Committee duties of the Traffic Commit
will discuss a proposal on the Steven
Williams sent a. memo blC
son Tower parking problem "some outlined the respo11sibili
·
time next week," Student Body Presi committee.
dent Tom Holden, who is also
Holden said the duties are to
.appeals for nonpayment of G
committee chairman, said.
Re sidence H all District Student parking and traffic citations, to·
Senator Bill Bukowski proposed that applications for exceptio� t
lot E, which is adjacent to Stevenson freshman-sophomore ban OD
Tower, be assigned to Stevenson vehicles and to study all su•
residents.
for changes in traffic control al
The lot is currently available only to traffic related matters.
The· committee consista
commuters.
Bukowski said the committee was students, two members of the
not operational when he tried to bring Senate, two civil service w
it up in the past.
represe ntatives from the
Holden said then he had issued a office, and John Pauley, c
letter to Glenn Williams, vice presi- . campus police.

by Tom Thiede

def

JERUSALEM (AP) - Israel gave qualified approval to a draft peace
agreement with Egypt Wednesday, but instructed its delegation to the peace
conference in Washington to seek important revisions in the final text.
Prime Minister Menachem Begin said after a marathon. Cabinet discussion
that 1 S deputies voted for the treaty and the amendments he proposed, and two
ministers abstained.
Foreign Min.ister Moshe Dayan and Defense Minister Ezer Weizman will
leave for Washington Thursday, the government announced. The U.S. State
Department said the talks probably would resume Thursday or Friday and that
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance planned to meet with the Egyptian delegation
Wednesday afternoon.

Teamsters support plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter won unexpected, though con
ditional, support for his new anti-inflation program from the Teanisters union
Wednesday while Republican critics were already predicting the program would
fail.
On the day after Carter disclosed his long-awaited program, most labor
leaders remained silent, business executives lent selective support and reaction
from Capitol Hill varied from strong endorsement to adamant opposition.
Meanwhile, Carter, as expected, named Alfred E-. Kahn, head of the Civil
Aeronautics Board, to oversee the program which is aimed at holding wage and
benefit increases to 7 percent and price increases to roughly 5. 75 percent in

1979.

Pope reinstates cardinal
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope John Paul II, making his · first important

· executive decision, on Wednesday reinstated French Cardinal Jean Villot "for

·an initial period" in the key post of Vatican secretary of state. Th� temporary
appointment signaled that the pontiff may be planning a shake-up of the
Vatican Curia, the administration of the Roman Catholic Church, later on.
In another day of whirlwind activity, the Polish-born pontiff greeted about
18,000 pilgrims in two separate audiences, then drove to Castel Gandolfo. the
palace, in the hills south of Rome, is the papal summer residence and is where
Pope Paul VI died on Aug. 6.
.
Greeting an estimated 4,000 cheering well-wishers gathered in the square in
front of the Gandolfo palace, the pontiff said, "I hope it has also been very
religious."
·

Percy, Seith meet; clash
By the Associated Press
Sen. Charles Percy and his Democratic challenger, Alex Seith, clashed during
an accidental face-to-face campaign appearance Wednesday.
Both candidates scheduled news conferences in Rockford, but Percy's started
late because his plane was delayed by bad weather. Seith appeared at the site for
his news conference while Percy was talking about the "negative" campaign
Seith has run.
Seith was openly derisive of some of Percy's statements. Some of Percy's
·supporters linsered after their candidate left to heckle during Seith's news
conference.

Missile pla.n considered

Marvin to give students
talk on state of universit
by Mark llanod

Student Senate meeting.
The meeting will provide an "excellent opportunity" for students and
student senators to meet and talk with
Marvin, Senate Speaker Kevin Sandefur said.
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University Union, . Sandefar
However, Marvin saicfhe hilt
to address the senate an
"It was sort of a
thing," Sandefur said.
The senate will also
posal for an addition to
concerning the Intercolle
Board.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - The Carter administration is expected to ask
Congress for millions of dollars to move into full development of a mobile
intercontinental missile but to delay a decision on ho.w to deploy it, Defense
'
Department officials said Wednesday.
The officials, declining to be identified publicly, said a decision on how to
base the new missile could be put off for as long as a year. Deep differences
among President Carter's advisers, State Department and Pentagon officials on
the basing issue remain to be resolved.
Informed sources said White House scientific advisers are strongly opposed
to the "shell game" concept pushed by senior Defense Department scientists
and some top military leaders. Defense Secretary Harold Brown also has .
reservations about this concept.

.

Students will have an opportunity to
talk with President Daniel E. Marvin
when he speaks Thursday about the
general state of the university at the

Night Editor ... : .

Night Sid
. . . . . . . . . .

Asst. Night Editor. . • . . . . . • • •
Wire Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . • • •
Photo Editor . . . . . . . . . . . •• •
Copy Editors • . . • . . . . . . . • •
Pat Sheehey, Mary Wdhalm,
Cole, Carol Carpenter,
Palmgren

. Thursday, Oct. 26,

.

.
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New restaurant name
creates controversy.

the contract.
Deborah Weston .
A new Pizza Joe's will be opening
Since the. contract expired about
soon, but the courts may have to settle four years ago, Adducci sai� he

by

·

·

opened his new Pizza Joe's .at 1417
Fourth St. Last semester Adducci
operated Adducci's No. 2 at the same
location.
.
· Adducci, who was the first to
.introduce pizza to Charleston, said the
case over who controls the rights to the
name "Pizza Joe's" may have to be
settled in court.
He said he believes the contract
clearly states that after a certain time
period he is entitled to use tlie name.
Joe's for three years.
Myerscough said he- has legal rights That time limit expired about four
to the n�e because 1t was includ�d in years a�o, Adducci added.

a controversy over the name.
The controversy centers around a
contract that was signed when the
original Pizza Joe's was sold.
Jerry My erscough,. the former
owner of Pizza Joe's who relocated bis
restaurant now called· Caesar's last
year, said he bought Pizza Joe's from
Joe Adducci about seven years ago.
Adducci said a contract was signed
that he would not use the name Pizza

·

THE
AMERICAN
MARKETING
-ASSOCIATION

*Presents* -.
Miss Debbie Block

Public Relations Director &
College Coordinator of

Miller Brewing Company

men from Andrews' fourth floor paint a Halloween scene for the

Fest judging. Winners of the judging will be announced Saturday.
to by Bob Kasinecz)

ubert Festival series.
·nclud�· works, lecture�
.

-;

. Speaking on·
.
Mi I ler's adve.rtisi_ng str�tegy and
recycll ng cam pat gn.
.

·rnurs. Oct. 26

.

Ayres
will be resounding at 4 p.m.
la the Dvorak Concert Hall to
·

performance .w ill include readings
from his letters and diary or an expli�ation of his. work.
''This is· a memorial y ear fo1
Schubert and a special feature is that
everybody in the music department is
involved in the festival, students and
faculty," Smith said.

7:00 p.m. Coleman Hall Lecture Room

COLES COUNTY
NATIONAL BANK

·

lchubert Festival, a series of
lllrough Nov. 19.
'val, a commemoration of
r.ru,versary of Franz Schu
th, wi ll include his music,
some of his letters and parts
A lecture, ."Schubert as Man and
, a children's concert and a . Musician," will be held Nov. 7. The
"1 his life and music.
children's'concert is slated for 1 p.m.
Chairman. Catherine S�ith
Nov. 16.
music department said each
On Nov. 14 William Parker, a
baritone from New York, will perform
s
the complete song cycle of "Winter
reise," Smith said.
Two of the wqrks to be presented in
ofan elections supplement the final concert are "La Pastorella''.
� in today's
Eastern News are and "Auf Demstrom"
� to read· because of press
That concert w
·held No-v. 19,
"5· The News apologizes for·
the exacl aate of Schubert's death.
tvenience this causes.
The dates for the other concerts are
• tecause of an oversight a
Nov. 2,- 9,. 12 and 16.
,�ork is missing from page
All activities will be held at 8 p.m. in
f the supplement.
nvorak Concert Hall.

problems blur �

ions supplement

ilU>�·

"O.ur Product Is Se�vice''

Visit O·ur New Facility·
111 West Lincoln

AT:

·

·

HAMAN�S
COMING
Don't Miss Him!

''We Welcome Student Accounts"
HOURS:

8:30 - 5:30

Mon. - Thur.

h.30- 6:30 Fri.
8:30 12 Sat.
-

345-3977
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Bol"\olis best for state leodershiPi
The Eastern News endorses Democrat
Michael Bakalis for governor on the basis
of his proven administrative ability, his
orientation_ toward state issues and his
concern for higher education.
Incumbent
Republican
James
R.
Thompson has not been an ineffective
governor during his two-year term, but we
see several problems in his approach to·
issues and state leadership that make us
prefer Bakalis.
In the first place, Thompson has more .
and more turnedhis efforts to the national
spotlight, perhai>s at first a natural
reaction to the presidential speculation
which surrounded him after his first
gubernatorial election.
But the . presidential race is coming
closer and we wonder how much time
and effort Thompson will spend on state
issues as compared to churning out his
more and more frequent denials of
presidential ambition.
Bakalis, if elected, would be less likely
to face the same kind of pressure since

who flaunts his independence from
governor.

Elections 78

_

he would be a new governor faced· with
·
immediate problems.
We also disagree with the way
Thompson jumped on the tax-cutting
bandwagon.
We see the "Thompson Proposition" as
nothing more than a hasty attempt to cash
in on the interest in ta>Ces caused by
Proposition
13,
and
we
strongly
disapprove of paying petition-workers to
gather signatures. ·
Bakalis' proposal to return 20 percent
of the property tax to the taxpayer is not a
particularly good plan, but it has a specific
point in mind, which the proposition lacks.
We would also point ou.t that Bakalis'
running mate, Richarp Durbin, seems to
be a more reasonable candidate than the
current lieutenant governor Dave O'Neal,

·

O'Neal's adamant stand against
Equal Rights Amendment makes
wonder. about the strength of T
·son's own feelings on the ERA.
Finally, as a student newspaps,
cannot back Thompson, who has
record in support of the Bo ard of
Education 's·
auxiliary
enter
proposal, which means a certain
in fees if approved.
Higher education in general hMi
received the kind of priority it
under Thompson, and we look t o
who has a st�ong backgro
education, to remedy that.
B�th candidates have proven
selves to be good administrators.
We urge- students to vote for
though.
We think he can give the state
concentration and higher educallon
attention it deserves .

-oe
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A periodic breath of fresh air is needed in government to blow
out the stale, hot air.
We are therefore endorsing Democratic candidate Alex Seith for
U.S. senator over incumbent Charles Percy.
We are aware that ours is a minority view, but we hope voters,
students especially, will examine the candidates and the cam
paigns carefully before casting their vote in the senate race.
·

.

The knowledgeable Democrat, who
has served in all three branches of
government during his political tenure,
has guided the state to such efficient,
cost saving projects as the first multiyear license plate system in the history
of the state.

:::�
::
:�

··· •·

has

Percy
become an increasingly national senator, one whose
. :.
actions seem to aim to draw national support and headlines.
_:·
One example of this is his prosecution of former budget director·
Bert Lance, which many saw as an effective, but calculated, at
:=:�
·:·:
tempt to hype himself while deflating the administration.
The needs and problems of the state are such that we need a
senator whose prime· concern is Illinois, not his future politic81
ambitions, his standing in the senate bureaucracy or his position in
w
nationw�e polls.

;;��:

;:;�

, :�;:�;

·

We feel Percy is guilty of these, and that Seith, as a newcomer,·
would be better able to focus his attention on state problems as
they concern national government.
Although we do not wholeheartedly support his revenue keeping
plan, we feel it has strength in concept, especlallY. since it is one of
the few plans which does not involve the ubiquitous majO.r tax cut.

.

Secondly, we admire Seith for taking his campaign around the
state. We need more contact with our senators, and Seith is taking
the right steps in that direction.
He also appears to have a good understanding of the problems
of cities, which Is becoming a sensitive issue currently.
The News does not point to Percy as being a "bad" senator. He
simply does not seem to fulfill the role of someone concerned
.
about state as well as national affairs.
We think Seith will, and we urge his election.

Advertising manager ...... Chauncey BlaisdeU
Publications adviser ............. David Reed

His recent campaign for r'eelection
has boasted that he is a "keeper,"
which is based on his promises of the
1976 campaign. It's a difficult claim to
dispute.
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Alan Dixon, Illinois' secretary of
- state, deserves another term in
Springfield. The youthful, outspoken
Democrat has, as in his other previous
services. in state government, run an··
efficient office while serving as this
state's secretary.of state.

· ·
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.The program is expected to save
taxpayers of the state $ 21 million.
Dixon deserves to continue to try to
bring efficiency to the office of
'

F o n de r o n
U:T M£ M

IT 'IG 'l'OU 1111 S
\#1\'i .. llMAT YIQJLD BE lllE
wllll$T tRlllG YOU CDllLO
Tllttll OF�

..

based

secretary of state
on ta
:
record.
This year's campaign
somewhat more interesting had
not been faced by a r.Anrtiltlil�
persisted in ill-advised cheep
as opposed tO issues.
This
newspaper, for
received an almost daily
campaign literature from
challenger Sharon Sharp.

may hlVI

Very rarely did any of this laat
campaign material contail Blff
of any substance; rather, It
grab headlines to improve h•
If her campaign is any i
what her service would ental •
office holder, citiz�s of IH'
certainly not expect action.

•••t•r•••••
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ter better administrator
era of increasing bureaucracy,

ttcreasingly imperative that
office holders-on both the
sid state level-have sharp
e of quality management.

applies greatly to the office
sheriff.
lis reason, the Eastern News
s the support of Democratic
e for Coles County sheriff

Uster.

119-year-old Lister, an Eastern
, is capable of bringing fresh
lnanagement to the county·

•

Coffey

arena of elected politics, that he would
level
law
enforcement
bureau,
be able to bring this theory to life in the
something many observers, and even
deputies, have said lacks from the office of county sheriff.
current 'Republican administration.
Although Lister has never held
Under contemporary merit laws, elected office, he has an impressive
there should be a working relationship history of leadership, serving stints in
between the sheriff and his deputies. the state departments of Personnel,
The days of cronyism are theciretically Transportation and Corrections.
gone; however. the current sheriff has
Moreover, the fact that Lister has not
tended to disregard this theory.
We feel however, based on Lister's been tangled up in elected politics
previous record in the areas of serves to further his capability of
leadership
and
administrative bringing fair judgment to the office of
:
management, and his freshness to the county sheriff, in our eyes.

gets nod
from News

uce more qualified, stable
offic e of U.S. representative,
em News gives its en·
t to Democrat Terry Bruce of
tor his reasonable stands on
8ld his experience in govern·

has spent eight years in the
eenate, most of it as a

, .-idependent politician.
. ngly agree with his stand
beign purchase of Illinois farm
· st natural gas deregulation
the current Social Security

Our major point of disagreement with
Bruce concerns his anti-gun �ontrol
stance.
Overall, however, we see him as a
levelheaded, intelligent candidate who
would provide strong leadership in
Washington.
We feel his opponent, Republican
Dan Crane of Mattoon, does not
possess the experience necessary to
provide effective representation in
Washington.
We also think that Crane has run a
campaign based on expensive ad·

Vote Scott bacl4' in
of his consistent effort to
behalf of Illinois against large
, we recommend Republican
Scott for re-election as at
eral.
lhough tarnished recently by a
lvestigation into his handling
· n funds, gets our support
of his proven record.

11PP<> nent,

Democrat.

Richard

llso appears to be a good
and we think he would make
orney general.
this race the incumbent has

proven to be the best candidate.
In addition to his prosecution of
industries violating pollution standards
in Lake Michigan, Scott has taken the
lead in regulating the amount of out-of·
state nuclear waste which can be
dumped in Illinois.
Finally, he was involved in the recent
multi-million
dollar
lawsuit against
General Motors for placing Chevrolet
engines in Oldsmobiles. ·
A friend of the consumer, Scott
deserves another four years as at·
torney general.

vertising aimed �. create a specific
image.
This district does not need a Ken·
nedy·llke image in office. It needs
someone with a reasonable orientation
to its particular problems.

Although we disagree with his
opposition to the Equal Rights
Amendment and support of gun
control, the News endorses in·
cumbent Max Coffey for state
senator from the 53rd district.
Coffey is from Charleston and has
experience as a senator, but
because we disagree with many of
his stands, our endorsement is a
reluctant one.
His opponent, Maurice Arbuckle,
is an 11th hour candidate, arid
although this is no.fault of his, we
feel if he were truly interested in ·
. becoming senator he would have
run in the primaries.
Also, one would expect a last·
1 minute candidate to make himself as
visible as possible, and to raise
issues and make his position well
·understood. We feel Arbuckle has
failed to do this.
·

We think Crand tends to ride the so·
called conservative revival now going
on, to the detriment of any thoughtful
discussion of issues.
The News places its support with
Bruce, who has the advantage in
experience and substance.

5

·

Treasurer, comptroller
should be appointed
Of all the statewide races, the two
Secondly, th• offices of compti oiler
offering the fewest substantial issues and treasurer are ones concerned
are
those
for
comptroller
and
mainly with financial management and
treasurer.
accounting.
Both appear to be elective offices
They do not require adept politicians
only for the sake of filling out party who
need to know how state political
slates.
custom operates.
For this reason, the News will not
We ·need good managers in these
endorse any of the candidates for the offices, especially during a period
two posts, and will propose instead
when the politicians are jumping on the
that the state consider changing the tax-tightening bandwagon.
offices to appointive ones.
For· this election, we urge students
In both sets of campaigns this year,
to review the backgrounds of the
we notice a distinct lack of issues.
candidates, and select the ones with
Candidates from both parties say they
the most managerial and finance
want to improve the offices and ex·
experience.
pand their duties, but they give no
For future elections, we suggest that
substantial details as to how they will
these offices not be in the running.
do this.
·

ung, Edgar, Stuffle top three choices
comer to the political scene
Ideas on representing the
· t, Democrat N eil Young of
ltc eives our hearty support.
back Republican Jim Edgar
rat Larry Stuffle, both
residents who deserve re·
a forme r small businessman,

wanted to become active in

Decause he saw the Illinois
as a chance to work for the
0 hours a week rather than
also said he will not ally

with a special interest group
he realizes the votes gained
group's

members

brings

obligations he cannot agree with to
support their pet legislation.·
That's a breath of fresh air! .
Young has sufficient credentials as
well, having spent several years in the
Department of Transportation as an
upper-level manager.
We like his strong stands on
preventing Illinois from becoming the
nuclear dumping ground for out-of·
state waste and his attempts at getting
an open primary.
Young is joined in the race by two
incumbents we. feel v·ill continue to
represent the district and particularly
Eastern quite well.

Edgar has shown himself to be a
solid representative. Just after he was
elected two years ago, Edgar in·
traduced
several
innovative
bills
revealing his years of work with the
legislative research staff.
In addition, he is in touch with
Eastern and voted against a tuition
increase last year.

too political in his operations, has
indicated he will work to get more
funding for Eastern.
Finally, while we do not support the
fourth.candidate, Chuck Campbell, we
do think he has built an adequate
record during his 1 4 years in the Illinois
House.

However, we do not think his in·
His Charleston opponent, Stuffle, . terests are the same as the univer·
has also represented Eastern well. sity's, and we rarely see him at Eastern
indicatng his support of the school.
Stuffle has sponsored bills to give
student representatives of the Board
Young, Edgar and Stuffle will give
of Governors a vote and also has the 53rd District three of the best
opposed a tuition increase.
Stuffle, although at times has been

legislators in the state, and gladly give
them our support.

---
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, Study in Ireland available to qualifiedstude
history, - political science, psychology
by Josh Martin
If earning siX semester cre�t hours or sociology is eligible for the pro-

in another country sounds exciting to gram.
Anyone now teaching in elementary
you then �tern's summer study pro
ject in Ireland may be just what you're or secondary schools is also eligible,
Evelyn Haught, director of the trip,
looking for ..
Any upperclassman in good stand · said Wednesday.
The purpose of the program is to
ing with the university who would like
to earn credits in ·economics, English, provide students a cultural and intel-

Bond asked by CAA
to·st·µdy death cour�e
by Pat Sheehey

Because of questions raised over a
. course, home economics 4820, death
and dying, the CAA voted last week
that Thomas Bond, vice president for
academic affairs, should lo.ok into the
matter.
Student CAA member Julie Sullivan
said the course was Iirst proposed in
1977 as a supplement to the geron
tology program and that the im
plementation ·of the course was
dependent upon funding by the Illinois
Board of Higher Education.
She said the course outline at that
time had been controversial and was
sent back for revision.
The redefined outline was passed by
the CAA last October and forwarded
to the BHE.
The entire Gerontology program,

however, was denied funding. by the
BHE.
Sullivan said "once the BHE denies
funding for a program all those courses
contingent on the program die also,"
although, the death and dying course
was still placed in the home economics
department.
R obert Butts of the home economics
department said, "We brought up the
proposal for the course because death
and dying are a part of our develop
mental life cycle. It's an important
course in our Family Services
Program.."
Since the existence of the course was
challenged by Sullivan, Bond was
asked to consider the matter.·
Bond w·as unavailable Monday for ·
comment.

lectual experience during the six and
one-half week term of independent
study in Ireland. This will be the
program's 12th year of operation.
Students will be staying in a reno
vated convent in D ublin only two
blocks from the Irish Sea. There is
table tennis, croquet and clock golf at
the house. Tennis, bowling, swim
ming, sailing and golf are also avail
able in the immediate vicinity.
Students will also have access to
vast library facilities at D ublin's Trini
ty College, museums, archives and art
galleries. Interviews with government
officials are available.
There will be ample opportunity for
students to travel throughout the Irish
Republic.
Participants have every
weekend free for travel in Ireland.
The last 10 days of the program may

At a pr�vious CAA meeting, co
chairman Bill Ridgeway said problems
arose when ''various departments
were submitting organized minor out
lines."
Ridgeway said this conflicts with
academic policy of allowing a student
to select 18 semester hours in a
"discrete discipline or in an inter
disciplinary minor which has been
approved by the university."
Lasky said in addition to reviewing
the report, the council will also
consider three new courses in special
education.
.

, Marty Peifer, a versatile guitarist,
will perform at th'e University Board
coffeehouse at 8 p.m. Thursday in the
Union addition Rathskellar, John
Knuth, UB coffeehouse coordinator,
said.
As a guitar player, Peifer can play
contemporary, classical and original

music.
He has opened the acts of Jimmy
Buffet and Steve Goodman and has
played in Chicago clubs such as The
Earl of Old Town, and Amazing Grace,
he added.
Admission will be SO rents.

·

·

401 LINCOLN

IN UNIVERSITY VILLAGE '

ueutm ·�
Tonight:
Aoous
!:HiQ S1.50
·

.

345-7383

WEEKEND SPECIAL
THURSDAYTHRUSUNDAY

bobbie, brook1

COORDIN ATE SPORTSWEAR
·soFTWOOL BLENDS OF
SOLIDS ANDPLA IDS
SKIRTS $27.00 NOW $20.00
JACKETS $55.00 NO� $40.00
SLACKS $32.00 NOW $24.00
VE STS $23.00 NOW $17.00
SAVE ON PURCHASES FOR:
'

HOMECOMING
(11 ·4·78)
SAT 10-5

M

-

F

10 - 8

SUN

1

-5

STUDENTS HAVE
ELECT: RIGHTS, TOOll

A UNIVERSAl PICTURE

. .i1E
•1

For full information contact Hal
at 581-2428. Applications are a
able in room 239 Coleman Hall
should be returned by Apr. 1.

ON CAMPUS

Guitarist Marty Peifer to perform

·

be spent traveling in other Eun
countries at a reasonable cost, H1
said.
There will not be any regu
scheduled classes in Dublin.
.
The students will be responsibl
their own projects under the ge1
guidance of the director in reside1
Students will have until Decembt
1979 to submit the research papc
their adviser, Haught said.
Cost for the . six and one-half '
program is approximately Sl,080.
This includes '$'450 for round-trlj
fare from Chicago to Dublin, 54&
room and board for the 45 day sta
Dublin and $144 f�r tuition and fe

ffiatydtd

CAA to discuss minor issue
A report which deals with ''what
·conStitutes a minor" will be reviewed
Thursday by the Council on Academic
Affairs, CAA chairman Herb Lasky
said.
The council will meet at 3 p.m. in
the Union addition Tuscola-Arcola
Room.
·Lasky said the council will review
the report submitted by an ad hoc
committee.
The committee was· formed fast
summer and was reorganized earlier
this semester because "there were
still all kinds of questions as to what a
min()r is," Lasky said.

'7:00 9:00

CHUCK LISTER , SHERIFF
CLERK
TINA SPENCE,
GLENN· STIL GE B AU ER,

TREASURE

Tonight
;·-······. ············ . · · · · · · · ··· ··..

�·E 5·10 ADlA.TSj
!.�!...... .:..........$.� �,!
.•.

-

7:15
9:20

�
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rmitories welcome.
e Halloween spirit
Guzlor and Laura Rzepka

·

days become shorter and the
.darker,

that

spooky

to the Heritage House in Charleston to

es.
nee halls are anticipating the
with a variety of activities.

give out candy sometime this week.
.

Thomas Halls are
g a dance for their residents

.

In addition, a halloween dance is

planned

s and

for

Monday

in

the

food

service.
The Triad is also sponsoring a dance
for its residents on Monday.

y night. Admission is free to

Children from the area are invited to

who come in costume.
ween party for local childrer

trick

from 2 to 4 p.m. Saturday in

or

treat

in

Lawson

Hall

on

Monday night. More than 200 children
are exp.ected,'Kim Laughlin of the

A's annu a l
nted. House
In p em H a 11

program committee said.
Lincoln Hall is planning a "Goblin's
Reception,'' which will include a wine
and

cheese

tasting

party

for

the

residents on Tuesday social chairman
'
Mary Fruin said.

•

Pemberton Hall residents will set

's Residence Hall Associa

Halloween lyrics to Christmas songs
when they "Pumpkin Carol" Mondav.

ted House will be held on the
fourth floor of Pemberton

llemmittee Co-chairmen
and Bob Gagner said.

.

g

feeling

to haunt Eastern as Halloween

us

Taylor Hall. ,...
Residents from Carman Hall are
"un-trick or treatin ." They will travel

Alen

tnly do they guarantee the pre

of the ghost of fourth floor, "but
other things might be hanging
,"they said.
'on says the floor has been
·

since a student was murdered

61 years ago.

s in the housing office said

·

Id n ot remember the last time

e

-

lived there.

event will be held Saturday, and
ion is 50 cents.

asks resignation
oncert chairman
Asmus,

University

�mmittee

Board

chairman,

was

D'oesday to resign by the UB
"she was unproductive as
co0rdinator, '' UB chairman

laefer said.
er said, "Students see concerts
nucleus although that's just one
of UB. If concerts don't turn
t, they think that's the way UB
II

said the UB hopes to find a

r
·

rt chairman "really soon.

within two weeks.''

I

' a replacement is found Kaefer
lmction as temporary concert
• tee �airman.
us

said Wednesday she wa� not

to hear of the UB decision to
her resignation.
cted it because I intended to

and they knew that." she said.

ay's Eastern News editorial
have stated that candidate Neil
was stopped before he began

g to the Student Senate.

'

!editorial incorrectly says Young
rrupted.

News regrets the error.

1npus Clips
a eororlty

Lowry,

to hear speaker
a

Caterpillar

Tractor

Co.

will speak to Phi Gamma Nu, the
sorority, at 6 p.m. Thursday in the
dition Tuscola-Arcola Room

e,

dance planned
are

dance is being planned by the

lion and Physical Education Clubs at
.m.
·

n

d.

Thursday in McAfee Gymnasium. All
Kappa and Delta Psi Kappa members

The
Kennington Man

He's getting into terry
shirts. Because of what
he gets out of t hem..
Kennin.gton style.and
casual comfort.
Zippered and pullover
styles in assorted
colors, sizes 5-M-L-XL.

l 7�00ro 22.50
RED CARPET
ALL STORES

7
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Wo rke rs m ay g et raise
by Chris Goerlich

forsamea
have worked
Students sixwhomonths
the
in
rumulative
are eligible to receive a
department
increase.
pay
rrerit
employ•
Sweetin,saidstudent
the
Monday
rrentBrendacounselor,

·

rewarding
ofwork,"
"are doa way
ilcreases
but
good
who
g:udents
factors
several
are
there
ex:plained
\\hich
ii.crease.determine who receives a merit
Students
who qualifystudent
for an help
increaseas
nust
be
regular
q>posed
to work-stiid
ythehelpemployee
and must's
recomme
nded
by
!llpervisor
in their particular departnent,
she said.
however, inthea
Sweetinof added,
available
money
amount
is often
budget
department's
!pecific and
important
an
therefore
is
lmited
in the final granting of
reterminant
!tudent pay increases.

- Greyhound Rx·
The cure for
ge b ah
co

It's a feeling that slowly descends upon
you. The exams, the pop tests, the required
reading, the hours at the library, the thesis
they won't go away.
But you can. This weekend, take off,
say hello to your friends, see the sights,
have a great time. You'll arrive with money in
your pocket because your Greyhound trip
doesn't take that much out of it.
If you're feeling tired, depressed and
and .split. It's
exhausted, grab a Greyhound
·
a sure cure for the blahs.

re

·

' Th e Hustle r '

GrwwtfDund Agent
Unf

lity Union
AddrMa

Cashiers Office

Greyhound Servrce
T0

One-

Way

RoundTrip

Champa ign
1·95
1 ..35
1.60
Chi
1 1 .35
1 .60
Lin:fn Mall
1 1.35
1 .60
Markham
1 1 .35
1 .60
95th St.
Ask your agent bout additional departures and return tripe.
(Pr.lc•11Libject Ill Ch8"11:11 .j

1.45

which stars
a movieGleason,
Hustler",
"TheNewman
Jackie
and
Paul
Faculty
Newsletter,
recentstudent
for Sveetina said
festivitiesin the
off theathomecoming
kick
super
mployee
e
.
Thursday
p.m.
year
the
�
increase
submit
merit
may
\isors
Ballroom.
Grand
addition
Union
of
s
director
the Nov. with
tothan
recommendation
Fats, inancial
Minnesota
is about
movie and
GO BREYllOlllJ
later
no
aid
hall.
l
poo
the
n
i
life
sharks,
pool:The
A;d;m�is;s:io;n;�
No=v
e ieict�oin=�
wilil;blei7i5iice;n=t�s;.;1;;;;;iii;cr;;ea;siel�itialki'inlgiiff
· ��iiiilii�;liiii�liiillii!��������� �ll�
i.;l;6�
��
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8
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581 -3816
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tter Holm es resp ected on, off court
by Julie Pemie

through the fall. In her last fall season

not making the cheerleading squad

wins and two losses.
Kathy not only earned respect of the

, "I would go to the courts and play in
the morning, leave •and eat lunch,

teammates as she was elected captain

clicked inside me and the improve

For any other high school freshman,

at Eastern, she turned a record of five

would mean the end of the world. But
. for senior Eastern tennis player Kathy
Holmes, it opened up a whole new

court because of her talent, but was come back and play until at least seven .
also sho\vn respect as a person by her - at night. Something about tennis just

field of interest.
Holmes joined the Eastern team as a
freshman and has played successfully

of the squad in her junior and senior ment that summer in my game was
,
years.
. unreal, ' ' Holmes. said,
·

for the Panthers all four years. She
was elected captain of the team in her
junior and senior years.
As a freshman, she played in the
number one ·singles position and
finished with an 8-2 record.
"I was really excited about playing

She dropped to number three

season, • ' Kathy· recalls.

es has completed her four
eer as a Panther per
ews photo by Rich Bauer)

and temperament now that she gr�w
up with while learning the game.

tennis, " she said.

composure, she takes "a positive
attitude to go out and do my best. "

According to Kathy, she "lived" at

Holmes regained the number one
singles post as a junior and completed
the season with a 5-3 record.
This fall, she started out the

player

team that come up, " said the marketing major.

She began playing teams when she
was a freshman at East Moline . High
School.

singles in her sophomore year, and
although she "can't remember what
the actual record was, it was a winning

tennis

"That summer really spurred my
game and I kept working all through
high school and now the hard work is

the local tennis courts. between the

P a n a m a Ted's N i gh t

Sports shorts

''A P P A LO O S A ''

been extended to Thursday at 4:30
entry deadline for the

swimming relays for both
women is Friday at 4:30 p.m.
eit fee is required with each
for the meet, which will be

tz Pool at /p.m. Thursday,

amural volleyball and co-rec
team entry deadlines have

IM

Director

David

Dutler

announced.
All team managers should be aware
that a $20 forfeit fee is due with the

'

Cou ntry Rock

team roster.

Hockey Club to meet

A hockey club meeting will b e held

at 7 ,p.m. Thursday in the Copa Cabana
room of Carman Hall for all those
interested in trying out for the Eastern
team.

Homec oming Specia ls-u

Kathy practices the same etiquette

T.E D'S P RES E N TS

schedule at the number six spot · and
noved up to number five midway

p.m.

really paying off, " she said.

Eastern's women's tennis coach
Joyce David, speaking of Holmes'
attitude on the court, said, "Kathy is a
"It all began when I got cut from the perfect model of maturity and temp
cheerleading squad in high school. I erament on the court. She is a great
. hate not doing something all the time model for the rest of the team . "
and I thought I would work on niy
Besides walking onto the court with

on the team in my freshman year,"
she said. "But I don't think that it hit
ine that I was playing at the top until
about a year later. "
.

women's

. "Being elected captain really means
a lot to me. It means that the other
members of the team feel that I ani
capable of handling their problems

and the other responsibilities of the

·

,

summer of her freshman and sopho
more years.

Have A New New Suit Yet?

with th e purchase of a Dress Suit
At ®r regular low price
(Up to a $25.00 value)

FREE

SPECIAL

. 20%

For You ! !

'

\
t.
,

All WINTER
COATS and
TOPCOATS

(Includes Leather

�n..:: s

w/coupon

H O MECOMING

If Not. ..

Do We H ave A Special

R ECEIVE
A
D R ESS S H I R T
AND T I E

·

HAG GAR

OFF

LEVI _.:. PANATElA
"YOUR JOLLY HABE R DASHER"

1 5 1 7 lrooclway
Mattoon

Ph. 235· 396 1

9:30-1:30 p.m• .

.
We Are The Inflation Flghtera, If You Don't Believe It, Come In & See

. ..

ANO HUN FOR

401 LINCOLN AVENUE
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS ' 1 91 0

PHONll!: 1 1 7 145-1144

Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Eastern News
box in Union or bring to News office in Student Services
Building by noon the day before it is to run .
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Spikers surprise SI U in tigh t five - game dual
.

"We putshethesaid.ball·-"They
wherehad
Southernwere,behind
rolled
over
to
a
win.
weren't,"
in
"We games and we thehadthird
and · adjust to our attacking." .
fourth
to
play
matchup
upcomingWestern
Saturday's
and that�s pretty hard to do," Indiana
catch-upsaid.
University,
Wright
·
ThefifthPanthers
rallied
forofthethe matchin sity,
and DePaul
mayto Wri
be ght.
the
a
nd
final
game
experience
according
a decisiveand def�nsively
taking
nowteams
we needto tostayb ·a
decision.Wright the"Right
Off
e
nsively
Illinois
said she was happy with Eastern's Wright said.
performance.
·

has
been
theyear."
only other team
to"DePaul
defeat
them
this
The down
fir�t twoto "games
of thepointsmatch
went
final
the
Eastern snared and
tories.
third game
In thegained
offirstthe match,of the
the
their
�alukis
njght
in· another
close
ma,tch.much
�
Eastern
was
u
able
to
gain
ground in the fourth game however, as

Jane Meyer .

toptwo
risedone
oftheTuesday,
Easternsurp
in
the
state
>lleyball
teams
y defeating Southern Illiriois Univer,ual.
ty-Cal'bondale in a tight five game
Wright
considered
Coach
Margie
for h"'er
hat"
the
n
i
te win a "feather
'harges.
.
a very aggressive
"Southern
said Wright.and
iighly
skilledis teant,
r

15-5

as

16-14

win

15-10

win

15- 1 1

Worn.en harri ers to W I U
:o bid for·AI AW state titl e
y

Matt Davidson

Eastern's
women's
cross country
·
�am
will
travel
t
o
Western
Illinois
T,nJAW
iversity
Satutday
to
compete
inp.m.
the
State
Championship
at
to coachfinishJoanrespectively
Schmidt
h.eAccording
Panthers
should
theFrommeet.what we've seen a fifth place
...
for us."to take indilikely
ish seems
lnOne
.of
the
favorites
honors is Eastern' s Robin
:midual
ith.
"Robinsaid.
shouldShebewillrighthaveupanthere,"
added
chmidt
:1cetitive
meet
the
enter
will
she
as
le. Other
fendingPanthers
champion.''who could finish
veil in the meet are· Sue Reid, and

J?enise
Scopelite.
Although
is loadedwillwithbe
. thea solmeet
fine
teams,
i
d
f�vorite
Western
Illin,ois.that Western is the
"I'm
sure
favorite
team. aboutdon'tthat,''
think Schmidt
there is .
any
question
said;Some of the other tea�s expected to
finish
Illinois, Northwestern, andstrongly
IllinoisareState.
it
alatthough
is Wea nicera:ncourse,
the
it·
on.
hilly.
thisyear," Schmidt
Invitationalearlier
said.
'Top finishers
at thetougher
state meet
will
competimeet
to
on
advance
tion in the regionals.·
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345-3991
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Thursday ·-

$1 .50
65�

Cheese Steak·Sandwich
Ve getable Beef Soup

.·

from the Deli: Chicken. Salad Sandwich ·

Friday -

Sea-food Platter

$1 .50

2 pieces fish, trench fries, & cole slaw

Sunday -

·90�

Cold cut Sub-Sandwich

·
Two o eli 'Lines
.for fast service

' I

Sf.

_

"a neat place · to eat"

-

'

MARTRC LUTHER KING,'JR,

UNIVIRSlfY UNION
·

.
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·
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Please report classified ad errors immediately at 58 1 28 1 2 . A -:orrect ad will appear in the next edition. Unless

Classified Ads
oons

being taken for part41aivery help. Must have own
Mike at Pizza Oven.
- 31

s

wanted immediately!
home-no
experience
-excellent
pay,
Write
Service, 8350 Part< Lane,
127, Dalas, TX 75231 .

27
needed for Martys 3 days a

...
....
--�
�

Cel 345·21 7 1 .

. ------�----.... 5
....Ume maid-weekends. $2.65
-i.
A!>ply In person. College Inn

. 115 Lincoln, Charleston.

A married couple is interested in
renting a one bedroom apt. in the
Charleston area beginning Dec. 1 for
spring and summer semester. Please
call 348-032 1 if you have an apart·
ment available.

For sale: 2 15x8 CAA.GAR Super
Sharks plus 2 G60-15 tires, $125. Call
581-3883 , ask for Jeff.

CATHY
Queen!

RYAN,

09·

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Homecoming

1 970 Fiat Coupe runs well, 2 new
tires, deal at $250. 345-3 1 58, Mark.

03

-.------ XI

For Rent

5:

lnne and tule painting teacher.
I IV8lling per week. Contact the
ISpot. 805 1 8th st . . Charleston.

��

efficiency or o
Spring. 345-

27

New
unfurnished
townhouse
apartment. This large two bedroom
apartment comfortably houses three
students. Call 345-3644 after five.

-----� 1

01

AN N-Happy 1 8th Birthday. Let's
get together some time. Remember I
still care! Dan

______

Furnished and newly remodeled
house for rent Spring semester.
$ 1 85/mo. Heat & water incuded. Call
345-49 1 8.

-------'---_.,_6

Do you tire easily or feel run down?
Get energy now! A nutritional program
for increasing energy. Contact Leslie,
348-8456.

--------�--'3 1

Sublease-2 bedroom apt. $ 1 86
plus utility. Carlotta 581 -3005, 581 ·
3 1 23.
Regency Apartments: We have
several apartments that need male
and female roommates for spring.
345-9 1 05.

you, trim off excess pounds and
inches. Safe, easy and effective.
Contact Leslie, 348-8456.
_..7
girl,

__
_
_
__
_
__
_
__
__
_
__

Cathy
Ryan,
October
Homecoming Queen !

Apartments: Two room furnished,
three room partly furnished. Man.
345-4846 .
2
__ 7
__

·

Pioneer SA-8500 60 watt/channel,
TX-2500 tuner like new $400. 3459 1 82.
�------�3 1

Furnished
trailer
including
air
conditioning and new washer and
dryer. Set up with Tie downs and
.underpinnings. Good condition. Price
to sell at $4500. Call 348-8779 after
5 p.m.

�-� 1

Holders,

downstairs.

4

rOCM11-

Protect your right to choose. We
-need your help. National Abortion
Rights Action League. Call 345·
9285.

Hey Beautiful:
Happy Birthday
Linda. Thanks for corning into my life.
Being with you is my happiness. Have
a fantastic day. Kisses and hugs,
Smile, I Love Ya, Bob.
_
__
_
__
__
__
_
__
__
__
_
..- 6

Excellent typist available for all
typing duties. Reasonable rates. After
5, cal-345-7206.

CONGRATULATIONS RAY JESKE
on being player of the week.

�-------3 1

-'.-..,.,._____--_________ ,
_
Harnan is coming! Don't miss him!

Lost and Fou nd

-----"---'---�oo

Haman is coming! Don't miss him!
-------....,,7
Birthright
listens,
gives
free
pregnancy tests. Mon>Fri. 3:00·
7 :00. 348-855 1 .

I lost my cat. Long hair, grey and
white female. By Taft and S. 9th last
Tuesday._Call Mary 345-6426.
A set of keys lost in men's room,
.
Old Main. Call 345-4539.
.,_
---------....-'26
LOST: O�E YELLOW ouci< IN THE
VICINITY OF 7th FLOOR LAWSON
SOMETIME SUNDAY. ANSWERS TO
THE NAME OF DERRICK DUCK
SENTIMENTAL VALUE-IF FOUND
CALL
53 58-NO
Q U ESTIONS
ASKED.
_
_
_.. 6
....
..
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
___
Found: Wallet containing 1.0. · for
William ·. Boudet. Found Thursday
( 1 0/ 1 9) at Douglas Hall. Call 581 ·
. 2 1 55.

WOM E N ! B rian feels rejected. Call
h i m . Make his day-5434.

,,.,... ,.-26 .
,, ....," -...,.-,--..,=
�'.'"""-

....-... -01

Thanks for Joining _EPP Cheryl and
Julle; you won 't regret ltl I We're stlll
looking for members. Call 3287 or
5855.
__
__
__
__
__
_ 27
_
__
__
__
__
....
.,.

-----�

·

RACKETBALl::
racket&,
Z·balls ,
super Z·balls , Searnco balls, gloves,
ilriptape,
eyeguards,
rackets
restrung, regrlped. Open 4 pm-9 pm .
Taitt's Tennis Shop: 345·2600.

Winterize your car nowl Tune up
and anti-freeze $15 plus parts. On
campus. Call 581 -2225 or 581-2715.
-------31

-------_.. 7

For Sale

�------�3 1

Roe's Regular Card

Opportunity to all quallfled fe
males. A chance to travel to Florida
for 1 wk free ! Call 348-8093 to apply.
-----� 27
Parlor Bazaar, begins Fri. Oct. 27,
1 2:00 noon to 8:00 p.m. Sat. and Sun
10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. A l l hand made
gift Items. 948 6th.
_______ 21

------ ·2 7
Slender NOW-it can happen to

--------'30

Handbook
of
Chemistry
and
Physics, 56th edition. $8.00 2 1 7 ·
348-8267 ·

-------" 5

Hey THF members WAKE UP! And
get going. There will be a meeting on
Friday 2 7 ! Be there! Larry
Vote Marcia Drabbe
for freshman
·
.
"--_27
_
__
__
_
__
__
__
_._
__
_
attendant.
Good luck Mary-Jo Kovach for
--------"-'30
Bert, Champaign was a warm-up, . Homecoming Queen candidate. 9th
floor Carman backs you all the way.
Charleston tonight! Tabs, Red, Ernie
__
__
__
__
_
_
__
_
_
_
_s.6 You're the best.
_._
-------7
Waas, Kozlowski heard from the
When you think of kegs and
Pope? Polish Power going strong.
package ' liquor . . . think of Bob's
__
____26
Package Liquor. 34_5-4636.
Haman is coming! Don't miss him!

One glrl needs ride to O' Hare area
.or Oct. 27 thru 29th. Call 581 -3932.

SHAL 'lM · There
will
be an
organizab... 'lal meeting for a new
Jewish youth group, October 29,.
4:00 p.m. Union's Panther Lair;

....,..
-.,..-..,.----.-----....-1

An nou ncements

------ 28

,_______�30
ed for frat dance: Call
ask for Tab'.
------�--- 26
Garag e. to rent for one car,
y close to north or west side
s. 581 -3464..
_______ ,2 7

llOlll apartment,
1

For sale: Brand new, Schwinn
Continental
II
1O
speed.
New
generator, must sell, make offer. 345·
6 1 01 .

-------'"--02

SHEA, fabric sale, Oct. 24·26, 9-4
pm, Rm 2 1 1', AAE Bldg. , Great buys

30 . o'clock club Friday. New

Stlll available: 1968 Plymouth, mo
tor excellent. Very reliable automo
bile. 345-9347.

:-=-----...-...-----'---"' 7
Needed: 1 female roommate. Own
room across the street from Buzzard.
80/ month. Call Marcia, 345-8579.

Wanted

"Meda

______

Need ride to Chicago Northwest
suburbs (Niles, Glenview, Morton
Grove area) on Nov. 3 and return on
Nov. 5. Call 581 ·2277.

Announcements

Annou ncements

For Sale

21

----0
---'- 1
looking . for house or
t for spring. Desperate. Call

its first insertion .

Wanted

---------

�
....
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
_

notified, we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after

Buddy, Rainy day lovers they don't
hide love inside they just pass it on.

Pals again! Love, Zac your pal.

_... 6
TO KAREN "LUSH" McDEVITT
Happy 20th Birthday, We're just sorry
that during one of your most recent
eye
opening
experiences,
you
weren't able to "open your eyes."
Your 7th.Floor Buddies. P.S. Did you
vart?
- 6
--------------. -- -"'
· Wendy, to the creepiest creep in
the whole universe.
_
_
_
_
_
__
__
__
__
__
__

----� 7
--2

Lost: Glasses with a black flower
case. Call 581 -2273. Reward,
Lost:
Keys
on
Lawson
Hall
keychain. If found please call 581 5338 or return to Lawson Desk .
.
.
26
Lost: Room key on fleld hockey
fleld. Call 345-8274.
__
____26

Lost: Brown frame glaaaea In black
case. Please call 581-31 81 . Reward .

--------�� 31

For a real exciting time, call T1>t'Tlmy
V. tonight. 5434.
Try Pizza Ovens Super- Taco Style
Pizza today.
Hey Higgy and Ronchetti, Super
Sports Weekend was the best. Party
and all! Thanks! Vicky; Elli, Anne, and
Linda

Put CA$H

in

vo u� podcets:

Try .Mews classifieds.

_
__
__
_
..;,_

_
__
_
_

I

en�u've
okeCl high
and low. . �

DOONESBURY
SEE, CAP'N,

MY TIMS, KIRBY'S A
B.0., MY RHYMe IN
TIMBS! SEA/?CH OF

I

.it's time to shop through
Eastern News!, You'l l find

'
�tions that will fit every
Jl8nding mood!

A REfSON.

:I) IAJ/Vtr'S IAJ/llJNG
IAJHJtr
IAJfTH RJOTBAU '?
IF FOOTBALL l5ltT f()(lf- Alie YOU
A VALIO UIAY OF BALL�. SAYIN6,
L/FC, I /JON'T
8.0. ?
·

KIOAI "1UfT" 15 l
I

I

I

IAIHltT I'M SAYING,
8Y 61JM,
TIRK£YS, 15 7HAT Hl!5 RJ6HT,
7He ri4Me'58/G6ER l<JRBY! ffS
7HAN ALL OF U5 !
VIOlEJJC£/INI)

FOOTBALL 8EJaV65 iJNTALITYARE
TIMEl.ESS!
7D NO ONECM!

I

'

Rl6HT!
l!Ke A

RNe
WATCH!
I

A ANE

IAllrrCH IS

l<JRBY, AT

l£A5T T/?Y
"TltACI �7 "' 60 aJT
,,,.,� . FOR A SHa<f"
·

I

PASS!
I

?

Eastern News

Ad�rtising ;

COST PER DAY :

)0 IT YOURSELF" CLASSIFIED AD
O TO READ

NAME:

50 cents for 1 0 words or less, $ 1 for 1 1 -2 0 words. Students
get 50 per cent discount if paid in advance. All ads under $2
M UST be paid in advance. Name and phone number are
required for office purposes .
_..__ P.HONE:

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

_
_...
_
_
_
_
_

ADDRESS:

.

ANO RUN FOR

Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Eastern News
box in Union or bring to News office in Student Services
Building by noon the day before it is to run .

--

Easte rn NeYff s Sp orts
Thursday, Oct. 2 6 , 1 9 7 8 ' / Page 1 2

E nt ertai n i n g receive r Warri n g g ets t o p b i llin
I

by

Saturday against Northern Michigan
earned him the MCC's 'Offensive
Player o f the Week' honor for the
second time this season and his four
TD's tied a Panther single-game record
set by Scott McGhee. The accomplishment however, didn't satisfy
Warring.
" It may look like a good game in the
books, but it was one of my poorest
games blocking," Warring said. "A
good game is doing everything right
and I missed too many assignments. "
Warring is currently the MCC's
leading receiver with his 39 receptions
for a 16.8 average. He credits his
standing to Turk and the offensive
line.
"Steve throws the ball well. He's tall
which helps him a lot," Warring explained. "You could tell he was going
to be a good passer. "
"That offensive line," he continued,
"is the best. If it wasn't for those guys
Turk wouldn't have time to set up anc
Scott and myself wouldn't have time tc
run our patterns. "
Warring was recruited out of Killian
High School in Miami, Florida back in
1975. He chose Eastern mainly because
of the size and atmosphere saying "at

Carl Gerdovich

If the role of entertainment isn't a
p�rt of Panther football, don't anyone
tell James Warring.
Entertainment is an aspect of the
game Warring believes excites the ,
crowds. It is an excitement the Eastern
fans have long deserved.
Warring is a Panther split end who
accommodates the crowd and works at
entertaining. His quick-step dance and
split has become a trademark with each
touchdown reception and a role he
hopes benefits the team.
"I think you need entertainment in
the game. It stirs interest and involvement with the fans," Warring
said with a smile.
"The fans here need to be excited.
They're too used to losing and need to
be aroused, ' ' he continued. "The split
is just something I thought of that was
different from what others do. I do it
for the team, to get the crowd going. "
· Warring has been a master at getting
the crowd aroused. O n the season, the
6-4 junior has been on the receiving
end of 39 of quarterback Steve Turk's
passes for 660 yards. Nine have
resulted in touchdowns.
His 10 receptions for 101 yards
_

.

most larger schools you're just a
number. I knew I'd get a chance here. "
As a freshman, Warring didn't play
varsity ball, and his learning process
bothered him a · bit and made him
wonder about his future status.
"All we did was run the ball. The
receivers didn't get much of a chance
to catch the ball, " Warring said . ·
"Now with Coach Mudra, we get the
chance and more people have con
fidence
in
themselves,
including
myself," he said.
At the season's start Mudra said the
Panthers couldn't win with the
receivers they had. That bothered
Warring, but he saw it as a motivator;
"Maybe it was a psyche game he was
using. That's the way he is sometimes.
He gets you going and mad enough to
try harder, " Warring said.
Mudra has changed his tune a bit
after seven games.
"I guess they (Warring and McGhee)
proved me wrong, didn't they, "
Mudra said with a smile.
Proving himself and what the
Panthers are all about this season is
what Warring enjoys doing in his own
entertaining way.
·

James Waning

.

J U outlasts field h ockey team 3 - 2 in O T
The Eastern field hockey team
. battled powerful Indiana University to
a deadlock for over 85 minutes of
pla�g time Wednesday, bowing to
the Hoosiers 3-2 as a result of penalty
strokes.
The two teams were locked in a
scoreless dual for the entire regulation
game, and · then through :two 7 112
minute overtime periods. The game
was decided on the best of five penalty
strokes, in which one shooter has one
shot to put the ball past the goalie.

score. I'.m really pleased with
though. "

The Panthers,
season, were on top for
contest. The majority of the
place in the Indiana zone, 11111
had several near-misses at

·

Indiana jumped on top after one
attempt, Eastern's Nancy Theis tied it,
Indiana went up 2-1 , and Donna Gale
knotted it at 2-2.
The Hoosiers won the contest after
the final Eastern attempt went wide,
after IU had scored to go up 3-2.
Indiana is considered to be one of
the · top Big 10 teams, and Eastern
coach Betty Temple was enthused over
her teani'.s oerformance.
·

Eastern goalie Becky LeGrande stops an Indiana shot during the Hoosiers' 32 win over Eastern Wednesday. LeGrande shut out Indiana for over 85
minutes, but IU won the contest
on penalty strokes. (News photo by Bob
·
Kasinecz)
·

"We outplayed them the whole
way," Temple sajd. "We just couldn't

The two coaches decide
game begins whether ar
tie-breaker will be used.
The �ext competitiod
will be at Macomb, where
thers and Western
battle Friday.

Boat e rs kick Evan svi lle i n fi rst of ' m ust ' ga

by Brad Patterson
EVANSVILLE, lnd.-The :. Eastern

soccer team won the first of many
"must" games Wednesday as they
defeated the University of Evansville
2-0
' 'This was a real important game for
us as far as post-season action is
concerned," . head coach Schellas
Hyndman said. "We can't afford to
lost any more. "
Gordon Prempeh scored the first

.

.

·

Eastern goal, halfway through the first only 18 for the Panthers.
"It was a real rough, physical
half to put the Panthers in front.
Ross Ongaro assisted on the score, game, " . Hyndman said. "They really
and in the second half, the names were wanted to "'1.n badly, and they played
reversed but the result was the same as aggressive' as was allowed.
"The officiating was kind of lax,"
as Prempeh assisting Ongaro as the
Panthers opened up the commanding Hyndman continued. "l thought they
: should have called a lot more than they
lead.
The Panthers, now 9-4 on the did."
season, took 12 shots on goal to only
. Evansville entered the contest with
eight for Evansville, but the Aces a 12-3-1 record, and are considered a
committed 32 fouls, a large amount, to ·

quality Division II team.
Panthers outplayed the A
way, according to Hyn
"This was probably our
all season as far as the
concerned,'' Hyndman sail
"This was the best our
played all season, " Hyn
The Panthers play host
Stowe College on Saturday II
Field.

c lose r l ook · a t
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C o u nty C i e ri�

Pro pe rty toX amend m ents
al so o n N ovember ballot
bv

Bernie Frey

· On Nov. 7, voters will see on their
ballot two constituti onal amendments
concerning propert y taxes-and they
will likely b� unfamiliar with -�he
changes.
Peter Leigh of the political science
department said the first amendment,
relatin2 to section five of article nine,
. suppo;ts maintaining current personal
property taxes on business inventory.
He said the
1 970 constitution
mandates the elimination of this tax by

1 980 and calls for the legislature to

develop new forms of revenue.
Should the proposal fail, Leigh said,
local governments would, for at least

awhile,
go
without
the
revenue
provided by the inyentory tax.
Although "Thompson and Bakalis
have avoided that one (amendment
issue) like the pox," Leigh said "there
seems to be strong support to maintain
"'
the existing law. ' '
The second amendment, relating to
section six of article nine, deals with
veterans organizations' post homes
exemptions.
Leigh said this amendment would
·

._

allow the exclusion of veterans groups
headquarters, such as a VFW post,
'
from property taxes.
He said this is a "special interest
article."

'Il'Ilil@ �@rruc§loc§l@�@�g

· J oc l�i e
l3ocon

by Pat Sheehey

· Jackie Bacon,

statistics that must be kept.

running out of room," she said.
When asked about Coles C

controversial video voting

no choice or power over the

Republican incum

board's actions. I must use w

bent for County Clerk, said her job
entails many different duties, but after

given. ' '

"The punch card system

37 years of service to Coles County she

be well liked by the people, but ·

feels she is well prepared.

fraud-proof and votes have beea

Bacon's job entails recording deeds

prior elections through its inef

and vital- statistics such as births ,

Bacon said.

deaths and marriages, taking charge

"I've made research into it,"

of voter registration, and compiling
the tax collector' s

b.ook

treasurer.

for

continued. ' 'The new voting

the

are not limited like the p

system. They can be progr

"I make the tax rates and balance

the scales , " Bacon said.

as much as we need."

"I am the

watchdog for the taxpayer. "

"One of my goals has been tD

One problem Bacon said she will

face if re-elected
storage space.

is

the people about the mach'

�at of vault

purpose and how to use them. I
win the confidence of the

"There's a large amount of vital

Several

faculty

are

members
among

of Eastern' s

the

candidates

seeking a seat on the Coles County

Board in the Nov. 7 election.
Floyd

Merritt

of

the

speech

communications department is run

ning on. the Democratic ticket against

Claud "Bud" Sanders of the coun

seling and testing center for the seat in
the 3rd County Board District.
The district includes Charle ston

precincts 14, 16, 17 and 18.

Democrat Roy Meyerholtz of the

mathematics · department is unchal

_lenged for the county's 12th district

Bacon added.

Spence also said she views

Ti n o S pence

Co u nty 13Qord
seat.
District 12 includes Charleston pre

cincts 1 , 2 , . 4 and- 13.

ln other races , Republican Paul

Hawkins is facing Democrat Bettye

Bennett is district 1 .

For county board distri<;t 2 , Repub

lican Theron Winkleblack is running

against Democrat Jerry D. Welch.

ln district 4, Republican Eugene C .

Bauer i s running against Democrat
Jack Heller.

ln district 8, Democrat John T.

" J . T. " Slaughter and Republican

Herman Janssen are running

people keep in touch with

legislators as one of the

aspects of the job.

by Cheryl Bennett

Spence

the

clerk'•

and acting as the secretll'JI

for Coles County Clerk, said her main

Coles County Board.

objective would be to replace the video

system.

said

duties include keeping deed

Tina Spence, Democratic candidate

voting machines with

Spence, .a native of centnl

a punchcard

.said this is her first elected
has sought and she got the

"I've got a petition goin� now that

would possibly get a punchcard voting

so from the people she worb

that most people either don't under

impartial, " Spense said.

don't trust it."

accessor in the Coles

system," Spense said.

stand computerized

"My co-workers think I aa

"I've found

voting

Spence

or they

works

as

sor's office.

The controversial video voters were

a

Coti•I

' 'I've been involved in

installed four years ago and have since

_

where I know people and

been the target of complaint by Coles

for what they are."

County Democrats.

�:_� @w��®g

She fiff

=-:.:_ � �©:r.i©l�c§l@�@�g

Chucl� Li ster

Lister said he

newspaper reports

Chuck Lister, Democratic candidate

for Coles County Sheriff, said there

advanced training for

deputies, a more efficient budget and
more rural patrols.
"The

present

sheriff's

that

incumbent

sheriff Paul Smith has his deputies and

by K.J. Pringle
needs to be

was refering to

office

is

lacking in all of these areas, " Lister

certain prisoners put up

posters for him.
Lister

said

prisoners

campaign

should

be

transported to the jail by use of the

tunnel that runs from the courthouse

to the jail or by car to prevent escapes.
Lister, 29, is currently head of the

Coles County Association for the

said. "l don't think the public has a
good image of the present office ."

Retarded and has worked for the state

removed from all politjcal connec
tions, ' ' Lister sa,id . "'l don't mean to

plenty of administrative and mana

"The

sheriff's

office

should

be

.

go so far to say that the sheriff' s race

to be non-partisan though ."

candidate

for

has more administrative responsibil
·

year but does not have set hours,
Wood said .

J i m W o ods

Republican

gerial experience. The sheriff's office
ities than ever before , " he said.

T r easu rer
by Mark Harrod

in various administrative capacities.
"I want to emphasize that I have

county

treasurer, Jim Wood, says he is an

"ordinary citizen who saw a need"
and decided to run for office.

Woods said he feels his ()pponent is

a good man but needs to devote more
time to the office.
The treasurer receives SJ 7,000 per

He said he thinks that kind of pay

would dictate running the job �n a day
to day basis with regular hours.

Woods said his opponent has only

recently set regular hours.

Woods said he wants to run the

treasurer's office more efficentl:f, and
not just as a figure head.

·

Po u l Sm i th

isn't right is that any pera

merit system cannot So

accidents and protecting the- property

.

Merit Commission rules

paigns, even when they

. Before being elected sheriff, Smith

. and out of uniform.

served 11 years as a Coles County

Smith, who has been

deputy. He is currently vice president

using prisoners to aid in Iii

of the Illinois Sheriff's Association.

said he would continue tD

Smith said the Merit Commission,

which was instituted to control depu

ties'. affairs, and to improve the quality
of the

officers,

is

unfair

in

some

"One of the drawbacks that I feel

G l en n
S t i l g e bo u e r

by Deborah W es�n

-

In the midst of talifornia's Proposi

tion 13 and other national tax revolt
becoming more important, incumbent

Glen Stilgebauer said.

"The taxpayer's first impulse is to
. . . l
' ,,

paint signs if they want.

Also, Smith said he
· the tunnel between tit
·

D emocrat Coles County Treasurer

'

directly under the sheriff

of county residents.

does not set taxes or expenditures but

works according to requirements set

He explained that people

said his duties include reporting on

trends, the offic� of county treasurer is

forth by the job, he explained.

said.

candidate for Coles County Sheriff,

The job is an ' 'administrative job not

a legislative job , " and the treasurer

campaign for anyone

Incumbent Republican Paul Smith,

respects, Smith said.

m

Bacon said, "I, as County Oert,

,1

t

t )

..

I

courthouse for trans

to court because it is safer.

vernor

es
m·p son

MichoeJ
Bo lAt\o l i s

;

by Kirby Prlnale

nbeny

ll'bompson, Republican cangovernor, is putting re
cs, creating jobs and reor
state government on his
for the upcoming election.
n said he will hold the line

by maintaining balanced
create jobs by initiating
grams which mesh with
d and by continuing general
·

job placement programs
are reform demonstration

le neither need, nor want,
state taxes. Through setting
'orities, increasing federal
d cutting waste we can
clollars for programs without
the tax burden, ' ' Thompson

Michael Bakatis, Democratic can
didate for governor, announced re
cently in Chicago a comprehensive
plan to reduce property taxes.

"This plan will reduce property
,
taxes by 20 percent,. a spokesman for
Bakalis said. "Yet schools will still
take their full cut frhm the state school
aid formulas . ' '

'iflhr@ @lffln�@g

Lt.

governor

'iflhl@ �@@@lo@l@�@�g

D ove
O' N eo l

by Bernie i rey
..

Republican Dave O'Neal, incumbent
candidate for lieutenant governor, said
he still opposes the Equal Rights
Amendment, contrary to the opinion
on said he will promote of Gov. James Thompson.
O'Neal said, however, the insertion
growth in Illinois by contin
of a single sentence into the amend
ork at the federal, regional,
ment could cause him to reverse his
local levels.
stance.
coran, special assistant for
That
sentence
should
read,
to Thompson, gave the
"Congress shall not deny women the
's position on the state · rights, privileges or exemptions they
d loan act for college stu- now enjoy," he said.
O'Neal said certain disagreements
said the governor "would
between the lieutenant governor and
y sort of departure" from the governor are not detrimental.
mt Illinois guaranteed loan
"It is not healthy at all if the
lieutenant governor is a yes-man for
an also said the governor the governor, " he said.
He said the most important thing
the Board of Higher Educa
accomplished under the Thompson
; proposal to cut off subsidies
administration is the balancing of the
ary enterprises, which at
state budget without a tax increase.
elude the University Union,
O'Neal said he intends to help prevent
e halls and parts of Lantz
a tax increase again if re-elected.
Maintaining a large transportation
budget is also important to O'Neal.
·

Bakalis has said. that, if h e cannot ·
deliver on the plan that he would not
seek a second term in office as gover
nor.

Ri ch a rd
D u rb i n

"Bakalis feels the most important
issue in the campaign . right now is

by Ann Marie Harbert

Richard
Durbin,
Democratic
candidate
for
state
lieutenant
governor, wants to see the scope of the
office broadened.
For example, Durbin would like the
lieutenant governor' s office to become
a clearing house for information on
consumer advocacy.
If elected he would also take an
active interest in the two existing
functions of the lieutenant governor's
office: senior citizen advocacy and
strip mine reclamation.
He said
nothing had been done by incumbent
Lt. Gov. David O'Neal in either area.
He would also like the lieutenant
governor to preside over the senate
again.
He said if something happened to
the governor Durbin would be well
informed on concerns of the state. He
would also be a brid&e between the
governor and the senate.
His running mate, Michael Bakalis,
has assured him an active role in his
administration if the team is elected.

taxes, " Bakalis' press secretary Frank
Coakley explained.

. "From the results
of polls and public sentiment it rants
the highest on our list of p!'iorities. "
·

He added that the economic condi

. tion of the state and higher education
also ranked high on the list.
"We have to. find a way to. reverse
the trend of jobs and industry leaving
the state for areas in the sunbelt. The
whole economic situation is the key
issue facing the state, ' ' Coakley said.
The spokesman said Bakalis will
fight tuition hikes by the Board of
Governors but " it is unreasonable to
expect that there won't be any tuition
hikes in the future. The degree that
they increase is what we'll have to hold
down . ' '

''The guaranteed student loan pro
gram is strongly supported by Baka- ·
lis," Coakley added.

iti o ns vary i n gu berna torial cmtest

t a glance, are some of the
ues of the campaign:

TAX RELIEF

IAKALIS PLAN: Bakalis fa
n-rebate approach. That's
yenues from the state sales
e taxes are used to give local
;I partial refunds on their
taxes.
; pledged to return to tax
!O percent of their local
taxes by 1982 or not seek
•

-

_

erm.

LIS SAYS THE PROGRAM
psT ABOUT I / BILLION
!>UR YEARS. The governor
� the price tag at $2 billion,
the state can't afford it."
/
son also says the plan doesn't
cut taxes, but just takes
!Xpayers have paid the state
ns it to them to help pay their
taxes.
'HOMPSON PLAN: Thomp
he favors chanaina the state
on and enactlfll laws to set
1n 1ta� and h�al tan1 and

Depending on what ceiling was set,
that would not necessarily mean a tax
cut.
.
.
In fact, the governor has made no
promise to cut taxes and has not
specified the ceiling he wants.
But a tax ceiling would set an upper
limit · on how much government could
take in taxes, and could possibly curb
future tax hikes.
Bakalis has said he would favor a tax
ceiling if his rebate plan didn't work.
But he says rebates provide more
direct, immediate aid to homeowners
and renters than the tax ceiling
approach.

UTILITY REGULATION
THE BAKALIS PROPOSAL: Bakalis

has criticized Thomps<,n for not mov

ing to curb the rising price of
electricity, gas, and other services
from utilities.
He has said he would seek the
resianations of all members of the
Illinois Commerce Commission, which
rontrols utility rates, and replatt them

with
b@n,

� rol\$U�� metn�
lkk•lts •m, �

passing a law to bar utilities from
seeking a new rate increase for one
year after�. their most recent increase.

THE THOMPSON RESPONSE:
Thompson says there are many factors
involved in rising utility rates, among
them the increasing cost to utilities of
fuels and construction.
He has scoffed at Bakalis' call for
the blanket resignation of ICC mem-·
hers, and has questioned the constitu
tionality of the proposal to bar utilities
from seeking further rate increases for
a year.
Thompson says he has sought
money to beef up ICC operations, and
appointed a consumer-oriented mem
ber to the commission.
·

ROADS

THE THOMPSON POSITION:
Thompson has said he would not
hesitate to seek a gasoline tax increase
a he thought it was necessary to keep
roads from deteriorating to the point
that it woold threaten the state's

federal aid and sale of bonds.
THE BAKALIS POSITION: Bakalis
has said that he opposes a hike in the
gasoline tax during the next four
years, and that the situation could be
helped by eliminating waste in the
state Department of Transportation.
Neither candidate has specified how

much money will be needed for the
state road program next year , nor
where it might come from.

ABORTION
mE moMPSON POSI

TION: Last year Thompson vetoed
legislation that would hue barred the
state from paying for most �
for welfare recipients.
The governor said such a ball woald
have discriminated against tbe pom-..

11IE BAKALIS ATTACK: Bllkatis

says he is

gener.aHy �

to

taxpayers 'paying for � �
for we1f.are � « � ern-

�T.axpayen who � -wnl �
eooMmy.
B\lt ftnt, he � he W('MM � "-' rtWls � � �ld Yd be b'Ced
� tM �'Y �Vl � ��
� !kl_ � f>a'y fm- �. says Bakalis.

.
.....
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State representative

Lo r ry Stuffl e
by Norm Len

Eastern has bttn "shortchanged"

b,· the General Assemblv and needs

�

�tter state funding.
Stuffle.
in"·umbent Dc-nulCratk candidate for.

J i m Edgar
b:- .._. ,.,..�

�"1tll!'ffK £

state represent ative. said.
He:- said while other universities in

tbc:- state have been receiving "more
than adequate" funds from the state,

l."-."'a'. 'fh..'\.'Wllt' tu t\."

'IS'\. �0: t..' tunJ
;tic �....: ,"(, .ll�
F..ifJa: R�!"J?'th.."'at. �n.."h..'\a� 'f.."C ��

�nla..Y ;h,t ·f\�,'\N'�

!>..'�� .1is...;.·�·

Eastern "is expected to do the most

�

�:t�TIT8�\'t'

1r.

E..'.iea: . sh.."l:-i�' afrt-: he ·� ���
:.:�. mr.-.'\Ltu��i � ?'tff •·h,..•t- ?!:' �4$

�1n,� �"�� t:
�til\:i�:t.
r. '7'
.
.. .
m..�
"lmt a.1

;:

g�,i-

,.:-.."lmmut'J� �

1n:f'i�ll'�r::
£ :-.."'.a.:
..

�.l;' :...,-:s:
:-a� �� �

':'ha: u�1 � N"..�
""'8:"' s:

�hoo. d��
� �laln:-.G

'E.Li�a: .
n:-es�tr
· mi

fo:-m:-: :i;:i;�:%.: �'1y
:iiu:f � •IX't
Jim ectgmelJmmrm! 3t a.W'd of
6tw��o=-r.. Eas:-� s. 1'-..•ernin1 not support the Equal Rights Amend
E

�lt � a:s:-

�

·

hnm'!i.

ment after the original seven-year

:tt� other deadline passes on March 22.
SU��- h:ir� � � .:QDtrol Of He said he will vote "present" after
the Illin.:>� B.'lB:".: ::t F
..:...
--=.� Education, that date because he does not think the
H:

ss..i t

:.h:

�:.c-.: .

. .
��· .

is

Jn � ��-

federal government should have ex
� said he Will tended the deadline for ratification.

resident, Campbell said

Commerce Commission are not doing

adequate job

N ei l You n g
by Norm Lewis

A Danville resident, Young said he
is a strong opponent of allowing
Illinois to bury nuclear waste from
other states · and low environmental
standards, issues he has worked for
the past two years.
�·1 thought about how I could be an
activist and still make some money, • •
Young :said, "I did some reading and
decided I've have to be part of the

the current members of the Dlinois
an

cannot vote.

30."

•

of restricting utility

rate increases.

funding of higher education
Eastern, he added.
He said he also sponsored a
give student members of
boards like the Board of Go\'
vote. Currently those repre

Assembly as a chd.ace to work on
issues "70 hours a week rather than

M S- U...
Chu.::t Campbell. Republican candi
� for sr.ne representative, said the
stare should exercise more control over
utilitT rates.

Dam"ille

Union, the residence halls and parts of
the Lantz Building.
"I don't think we can place more of
the burden on .students, ' ' Stuffle said.
Instead, the state must increase its

Lany Stuffle

Neil Young, Democratic candidate
for state representative, said he is an
activist
who views the General

Ch u c k
Ca m p bel l

A

with the least · because we've always
done it. ''
A Charleston native, Stuffle said he
also opposes a proposal by the Dlinois
Board of Higher Education to elimi
nate state subsidies of auxiliary enter
prises.
The proposal , which Eastern
officials say could cost students $89 a
year for the next three years, would
cut state subsidies of the University

He said be would favor a bill which
..-ould elect the members of the ICC.
On higher education matters,
Campbell voted for a tuition increase
in 1977, and generally feels the stat� is
meeting its share of funding colleges
and universities.
He also said he favors the Equal
Rights Amendment until March 22,
·

when the original. seven-year deadline
for the ratification of the amendment
expires.
Concernin1 environmental stand_

system."
Young, a graduate of Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale, is a
Vietnam War veteran and a former
Cluck Canllbel l
owner of several small businesses.
ards, the seven-term legislator said he
During his free time, he became
feels the restrictions are too stringent involved in the fight against the
and need to be relaxed over a period of construction of nuclear power plants
time.
and the dumping of nuclear waste
Qosely tied to business interestes as from other states in Illinois.
an insurace sales.nian for several
"We are the number one dumping
years, Campbell said taxes on busi grounds for nuclear waste, " and laws
ness are too burdensome

governing dumping cornp.ilet
permissive, he said.
Young is also a member of tile
of directors of Prarie All "
Champaign-based group w
poses the use of nuclear
dumping out-of-state nuclear
Dlinois.
Concerning' higher edu.cati'•I
ng said the state is not now pa

full share.

•••
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State. senato r

Mo x Coffey

Ma u rice
A rb u c l�l e

by Sorm Lewii

Max Coffey , lt�Jblican candidate
for state sena.trJr , Wlid Ea-v.ttn \hould
expect a de<.Tta� iJJ '-ta:"� a:id when
enrollment dr�.·
.
"I've generall y � �"� t.i1br.in
increases because 5.'tud�u. �'; 'F•-:t·
burdened, but maybe thty will biw.imo;
necessary, " Coffey said.
A Charleston resident, �Y h
s�kinl his second term in the sentllk: .
While Coffey said Eastern may loi..t:
state money if its enrollment drops, he
said local schools are now receiving
sufficient funds from the government.
He said the only other solution to the
financial problems of the schools is a
shifting of the tax load to the in�me

tax to fund schools.
Concerning utility rate increases,

Mcv Caffey
Coffey said the Illinois Commerce
Commission has not been conducting
its affairs to the senator's liking.

A former school superintendent,
Maurice
Arbuckle,
Democratic
candidate for state senator, said he
favors a gradual reduction of property
taxes.
Arbuckle said he favors reducing the
property tax level by 1 0 percent for the
next five years and gradually increasing
the income tax level to compensate.
That move, he said, would help �o
provide sufficient funding for school in
Illinois because the property tax is an
inequitable way to gather funds.
Arbuckle became an I I th hour
candidate last month when Allan Keith
J r . of Mattoon withdrew from the race
In addition, he said he �
because of insufficient campaign
Equal Rights Amendment.
funds.
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VOTE
D I ST .
ASHMORE

HUMBOLDT 2

NO ELEC T I ON

HUTTON

2

LAFAYETTE 2

NO ELEC T I ON

4
4
4
1
1
2.
. 2
1
12
12

LAFAYETTE 3
LAFAYETTE

4

LAFAYETTE

'

MORGAN ·
NORTH OKAW ·
PARAD I SE

C OUNTY B OAR D MEMBER
< V o t e f o r On e >

P LEASANT GROVE
SEVEN H I C KORY
CHARLESTON

TO F I ND THE COUNTY BOARD D I STR I C T I N WH I C H YOU
VOTE, LOCATE YOUR PRE C I NC T I N THE TABLE TO THE R I GHT
AND I DENT I FY THE D I STR I C T NUMB ER .
VOTE FOR THE
C AND I DATE OF YOUR C HO I C E I N YOUR D I STR I C T BY MAK I NG AN
" X " IN THE BOX NE XT TO THE NAME I N THE TAB LE B ELOW.
I F YOU W I SH TO WR I TE- I N , FOLLOW THE I NSTRUC T I ONS
ABOVE .

. D I ST .
...

1

BOAR D
NO.

R EP UBL I CAN

CHARLESTON 3

NO ELEC T I ON

CHARLESTON

12
NO ELEC T I ON

CHAR LESTON
CHARLESTON
CHARLESTON

0 P• u l

0

HAWK I NS

2
3
4
a
12

O
0
D

0

Th e r o n
W I NKLEB LACK
C l a u d " B u d 11
SANDERS
Eu g en e

C.

BAUER
H e r ma n

J.

JANSSEN
No
Cand i d a t e

C HARLESTON

DEMOC R A T I C

PARTY

·

D
0

PARTY

C HARLESTON

Be t t v e

C HARLESTON

B ENNETT

C HARLESTON

Je r r v

C HARLESTON

D.

WELCH

C HARLESTON

F l ov d E.

C HARLESTON

0

MERR I TT

MATTOON

Ja c k

MATTOON 2- 1

0

Jo h n

0

4
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14 .
15
16
17
18

NO ELEC T I ON

NO ELEC T I ON
NO ELEC T I ON
NO ELEC T I ON

NO ELEC T I ON
12
3
,

NO ELEC T I ON

3
3
3

·

NO ELEC T I ON

1-1

8 .
8
4
8
8
8

MATTOON 2-2

HELLER
T.

1

C HARLESTON 2

CHARLESTON
C HARLESTON
C OUNTY

" J . T. "

SLAUGHTER
R o y A.
MEYERHOLTZ

NO.

2
1
1 .

EAST OAKLAND
HUMBOLDT 1

FOR

IN

. COUNTY B D .

P R EC I NC T

MATTOON 2-3
MATTOON 3- 1
MATTOON 3-2
MATTOON 3-3

NO ELEC T I ON

MATTOON 4- 1
MATTOON 4-2
MATTOON 4-3
MATTOON
MATTOON
MATTOON
MATTOON
MATTOON
MATTOON

MATTOON
MATTOON
MATTOON
ttATTOON
LA

I.•

•I

5- 1
5-2
5-3
6- 1
6-2
6-3
7- 1
7-2
7-3
B- 1

NO ELEC T I ON

-

·

NO ELECT I ON
NO ELEC T I ON
NO ELEC T I ON
NO ELEC T I ON

NO ELECT I ON
NO ELEC T I ON
NO ELEC T I ON
NO ELEC T I ON
NO ELEC T I ON

ELEC T I ON
ND ELECT I ON
� ELE:CT l 1:9111
NO

s
p
E
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I
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E
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0.ctobe r 26, 1978
I hereby certify th is
Specimen
a

Bal lot

·

is

true and correct

copy of the Official
B a l lot to be used in
Coles

County,

nois,

on

I l li

Tuesday,

November 7, 1 978.

��
County Clerk

Coles County
Charleston, I ll inois

·
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of state

I o n Di xon
Dixon is seeking re-election
on his record as Secretary of
for the past two years.
.
incumbent Belleville Democrat
d legislation in the last ses
llleating multi-year license plates
liaggered registration programs.
ing with the 1979 passenger
ile registration period, the
fear license plates will save
· some $21 million, " Dixon said.
added that spreading automobile
n over nine months of the
will "increase the efficiency of

Sha ron
Sha rp
Nuenbeny
n Sharp, Republican candidate·
l!cretary of state; said she is
g her campaign around the
'on of conflicting interests
the office.
Ellis, press aide to Sharp, said
s main concern will be returning
ity to the office of Secretary of
·

·

Ellis noted democratic candidate
Alan Dixon's campaign contributions
from firms he directly regulates is a
conflict of interest. Among these
include private driver's schools, he
said.
Ellis also said Sharp plans "t9 in�
crease the state's efficiency by hiring
computer experts to tell us how the
state's elaborate computer system can
be used to its full efficiency. "
"The state's computer system has ·
never worked right. We can't afford to
waste a multi-million dollar system
that
is
supposed. to
facilitate

;aid.
automobile related situations," Ellis
The money being sa\·ed in Teus
said.
Ellis said Sharp did favor the sticker would come back to Illincru in the form
type license plate which the General of income and corporate ta.'tes if the
Assembly voted to implement and said plates were to be manufa..""tu.red in
Illinois, he added.
"it will help the motorist . "
Ellis atso noted Sharp's coocern of
Sharp, however, does · not support
the manufacturing of Illinois license holding down the cost of the se:retar.
of state's office.
plates in Texas .
"Sharon said she plans on increasing
"Sharon believes Illinois should be
manufacturing Illinois plates. She said efficiency of operating the office 1 O
prisons
should
be reopened to percent. She will have no more
manufacture these plates or let the · spending , " Ellis said.
Sharp has said she will reduce
small businesses in Illinois compete for
wasteful spending
the right to manufacture them, " Ellis

·

·

·

·

·

. ..
...�: ...
..
. . ...
.
. · -· .
. ., ,

people principles, ' ' he added.
New issues of collective bargaining,
safety on Illinois roads and no-fault
insurance will face the secretary of
state in the coming years, Dixon said.
"I believe in the concept of col
lective
bargaining
for
public
employees, but it must be different
from the operating procedures in the
private arena-there are questions of
the right to strike, arbitration and
others-but to believe that public
workers are different than anyone else
would . do them a great disservice,"

•

·

-&
�

our office, and improve service to
Illinois motorists. "
.
Dixon has held several other elected
office s , including state treasurer
(1970-1976), state senator (1962-1970)
and state representative (1950-1962).
He said his 26 years of legislative
experience "has been a great help in
acquainting me with all aspects of
budgetary matters concerning the
operation of state governmen . ' �
Dixon said the qualifications for the
office are ' 'honesty, intelligence, com
passion, leadership ability and the
willingness to work hard. ''
"I feel that my record in public life
indicates that I possess these qualifi
cations and that I have kept up with
nodern management techniques-the
hest combination of business and
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Dixon stated.
Dixon has promised to work closely
with the governor to effect a statewide
traffic safety task force.
Dixon is also in favor of a limited
form of no-fault auto insurance.

He said the liabilit:-· should not be so
limited as to pte'·ent the victim from
receiving adeq� protection or com
pensation.
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Com ptro l l er

Ro l a n d
Bu rr i s

are made "weeks and even months
He said he would h�lp elected
after the payroll period, depriving
�fficials hold the line on "irresponsive
employees of interest and availability
and .uncontrolled '' spending in state
of funds," he said.
. government.
The comptroller is the chief fiscal
Another of Burris' goals is to help
officer for the state. He writes the by Bob Fllder ·
keep industry in Illinois.
checks to pay the bills and maintains
Chicago Democrat Roland Burris said
According to Burris, Illinois mu5t be
the central account.
his qualifications for co mpt roller
� 'innovative and competitive · · 111;th
But his major job should be to stop should be based on his past achieveregard to· industry. "We are losing
welfare and medicaid fraud, Castle ments in other offices.
industry to the states in the sunbelt. "
said.
While he was director of the Illinois
Castle views revenue forecasting, Department of General Services, tax
Burris said.
the prediction of the money the state payers were ·saved millions of dollars
He said he feels he must meet ";th
would have durQig the fiscal year, as by his updating of costly techniques,
state Chamber of Commerce officials
' ' a tool for legislature and government Burris said.
to discuss gaining new .industry in the
to use in developing different pro
He said he plans to continue to
state.
�ams to benefit the office. "
operate in the same manner he has in
He plans to expand revenue fore the past.
Burris said Illinois has the resources
casting to assist in short and long term
and people to keep industry in the
As state comptroller , Burris said he
planning by appointing a professional
state, but high tax rates are fon.-ing
will take the lead in finding solutions
review . and oversight committee.
businesses
to look elsewhere.
to Illinois' fiscal problems.

o h n Ca s t l e

·

Sbeebey

Castle, Republican candidate
troller, said he has several
s outlined to improve the

·

.

g can be done overnight but
to s� the comptroller's office
ed substantially," Castle said.
said he would restore cred
to the office and improve the
" M ichael
writing system.
· (the current comptroller) has

·

·

·

to do anything about it," he
the present system, deposits
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Treasure r

politan Sanitary District of Greater
Chicago, said, "innovative community
service investment programs" should
be maintained by the state treasurer to
insure bank involvement in the areas
of farmer, senior citizen and student
financipg.

ero m e
osenti no
Plevka

·

ers, senior citizens and college

ts have a vital stake in the
e of this year's election of a

ikeisurer, Democratic candidate
e office Jerry . Cosentino said

tly.

.

tino feels incentives should
ue to be provided to banks in the
to continue to help the three
'es of Illinois residents.
tino, a member of the Metro-

The community service _investments
program, designed by former Demo
cratic treasurer Adlai E. Stevenson,
recognizes state banks for helping the
three groups.

much business development out of
investing state funds with banks that

are active in their community, • ' the
Palos Heights Democrat said.

by

J o m es
S l�e l to n

Ron Searl

.

James Skelton, Republican candidate for state treasurer, said he feels a
tax revolt is occuring now in the state.
"People want a ceiling on taxes and

Cosentino, 47, charges that his
opponent, Jim Skelton, favors banning
t�!. inceJ.!tiy e program , w h icl\ .(QI� tb1t .ii .. 9De. of the. .pur�cs llf. \be.•
college students may jeopardize their Thompson proposition, "Skelt,1n wJ.
ability to acquire state guaranteed
Thompson 's Propositil1n is 3 puMi�·
loans.
survey on whether the pe!'\lple of
"One of the great strengths of the Illinois want the state Constitution
Illinois program is "that you can get so changed to incorporate tax ref�rm.
·

This differs from ProJK'Sitk.'D 13. of
California, in that Pror�'siti,ln 13
actually rolled back prope�· tu� by
almost 601/2 , while Thl'ml'S''n's pro
position will not ditt\."tl�· .:-huge pro
perty taxes in DliMis.
Although the sutus ,,f the state's
current fiscal pktutt is �ner now
than it has ��n in �"\.l �·ears. it could
be improw·d tht\.'U�h tn\'estments and
additional n.·wnu<". Skelton said .
·

Sleltl.'n Jt'tinN the State Treasur
£!' "The peoples banker. His

er·s ·"�

·"'ll

i:•.�'' inwst state fun�s and manag�

,·��.

When asked how he felt about the
passage of a federal bill to eliminate
the state guaranteed loan · act for
college students. Skelton said he was
not familiar with the bill.
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Da n C rane
bl" Bolt N�·
Dankl �, Republican ca�
for Coo_� fr4)tn tht 22nd District. is
pla� in��'n and J.:eepinf, in roucll
with th� �� t.."IJ'l �n his J'rio�· list .
Bill \I�,• . � aidt f(l era�,
said cr.m.e �� * 1av. •·hi.'.:h •ill
requitt A Nla�"'t'..:I 1'1>4F.t v.ith {'llt$ in
all � .:-f {'....o:!rnmC!n!.
..
�f�-.r,...;. � ·"'T'h: i!..-.,rernmau is
spm� :':.\."l.� :ba11 n ·'!!' :alms, in. .alhi
Dan f� .t � rn �.:ieral tal.'C!' is an
ans-.� :.:- �.··
Cr.i=ir: ��J * hill �tly
boef..:-r-: ("� •11.dl •iI .:ut inr.."'Ollle
t a :\ : $
.t I O:
:-:-.: i: .c:
i n fla t i o n
sim�"US..'!- ..
� ··�:ml;' -�.:"&± hi1i"" ..;u cut
�.:-.��"'!- "" . ;e..� of an in
dhi..:-.:a.:" $ �""..."mlt :n if be makes
Another of Crane's LOP priorities
Wl\k' s � .."1... i:\'\'.''. . � hi!f$ sponsor say it
..ill � �� n:� through the will be "keeping in touch with the local
srinw3::)..-..: � :...� spending as a people through questionnaires in the
mail a�d through a toll-free tele�hone
--etie m aL"tCS.
rcsul: .:-: :!se �

through the questionnaires
phone number."
The toll-free phone number is _,.

·

_

Ter ry l3ruce
Bareri:ig ;..Trip nations frolD; pur
dtasiir:g �"is brmland is one of the

goals T� Bruce will attempt. to
realize iii be is elected to Congress in
Il"'lli.s
li:n.. . � Di.strict.
Bia--e. a democrat, said he feels if
too mndi \Jf the state's farmland is

purchased by

foreign countries, it
..oaJd be ·:detrimental" to Illinois.
Bruer SUted that S43 million has
been . spent by foreign nations to pur
.:bale_ � brmland.
think that"s enough;" he added.
Brutt said he does not think the
oil-producing nations will retaliate if
such a ban is instituted.
Broce leek the foreign ownership of
farms is more d!!!lti1101tal to t.� state than
enetnal os1la'Sbip of banks or other
basinesses.
"'The ptoGiem with farm land is,
first of all.. � it's gone, it's always

· ·1

gone. You can create another bank if
you think they're doing bad in your
community, but you can't build ano
ther farm , " Bruce said.
The Olney native also is strongly
supporting building a larger lock along
the Mississippi River near Alton. This
lock and dam will enable grain boats to
move more quickly and efficiently
along the river, he said.
The House recently passed appro
priation for the project .
Stopping inflation and cutting go
vernment spending are two priority
areas Bruce said he hopes to work on
in Washington.
In a recent debate, Bruce said he
would help accomplish this by "sup
porting every proposal that would
reduce and control government · along
with trying to put a cap on taxation. "
Bruce, 34, has served in the Illinois
Senate since 1970. He was a leader of
the so-called "Crazy Eight, " a small
bloc of downstate Democratic senators

Attorney
General ·

·catch criminals" by having police pose
as customers to reduce consumer
fraud.
He said he would also like to set up a
special program for Illinois' senior
citiens "to get them a fair shake . "
Troy would also work to reduce
government spett_ding in the attorney
general's office and keep it at mean
ingful levels, he said.
The present budget for the attorney
general's office is up 43 percent, "a
llJ �·� ff# the scandalous amount, " Troy said. "The

Ri ch a rd
Troy
by S... f1Wer

An �erh&u.J �

. Illinois Attoroe�·
Richard T�· ,

�·�

•A&;. If government can't operate efficiently
�.1; when spending keeps rising as it has . ' '
He also feels "breaking and enterfor the offioe , geu; hn. "'�� .
As the chief la•·yer for tbt � . in1'" �hould be considered a Class X
Troy, if elected , said � w�ul<i � •"11:11� . because it is "just as< severe
tbe Pftsellt i)'lte9 Qf ''J*lllotW JlQb· �� '.:rime on the street. "
ttcal cronies" into a fu.ll -tinM: JK>�
ff1; uid people who break into
.
h•.rm.<1; ' de.erve " stiffer penalties"
law offiCf.!.
Troy said Dliooi.• lwi tWM � llWl�· � tho:-1 now receive.
'I ,•.ri uid the attorney general
, part-time lawyen &� tbt utoor �
�b<,,v.Ld �<tn1:rally exert "his moral
states combined.
Instead of taking adltAJ � <.� .�;��;9• ' *lid \Cl the: 'tandards for
are reported in .new���' '11.Y� Wt.Ki -*"· ';.ld.•� ,AfkiaJ.- a.� •ell a.� the
he would start an '' cmgr1'1JM p:�Wll '\4>1 jl'Nplt; •A Vliw�.·

�utk

·

·

252-5052.

Mencarow also said Crane will
working for the availability of
farm exports.
"Dan's first act will be to obtaia
seat on the Agricultural Com
His second act will be to appoint a
member to work with him in o
overseas grain exports for Illinois,
Mencarow noted.
Crane also supports tax credits
parents who are sending their chil
to colleges and universities.
As much as SO percent of the tui •
can be saved through this type of
cut, up to $500 in tuition, Men
said.
·

·

·

number," Mencarow said.
Mencarow said, "Dan will have a
mobile office. He'll continually go out
and get responses and suggestions

who often bucked Chicago area legis
lation and political manuevering.
Bruce has also served a5 assistant
majority leader in the senate since

1975.

He feels his past experience in the

senate will help him in W
especially with regard to I
students.
. "I have been very active in
education, " Bruce said.

Wi l l i am
Scott
by Bob Glover

· ·

William J. Scott, incumbent Repub
lican candidate for attorney general,
' said consumer affairs rate very
high on his priority list.
His concern is demonstrated by his
previous consumer fraud efforts, Rob
ert Dahl, a campaign spokesman, said .
Scott and his staff have either saved
or recovered millions of dollars stolen
through price fixing, fraud or decep Michigan and protecting the
·
tive selling practices, Dahl said.
· ment;
This has been accomplished through
Scott, dunng the last 10
anti-trust convictions and individual initiated court action agaimt
consumer cases, Dahl said.
companies to prohibit thea
Scott is currently in his biggest polluting the lake and fordnt
battle yet. He is involved in limiting recycle their wastes, Dahl
nuclear and chemical wastes being
Scott, 5 1 , was first el�
buried in Illinois.
treasurer in 1 962. In 1968,
He has also been . involved i n elected attorney general.
�topping m•jot poUaters of Lah elected in 1972 and 1976.
·

•

s
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uce-C ran e race
raw s n a t i o nal interest

LIA ILL. (AP) - One of
•e-hungry Crane brothers
off against lawyer legislator
Bruce in a 22nd District con
. nal campaign most rate as a

Massachusetts Kennedys.
Some consider the Crane family to
be the Midwest answer to the Ken
nedys of Massachusetts, right down to
an older brother being killed in the line
of military duty. Crane says he's
certain his brother'.s presidential cam
paign hasn't hurt him.

·

Cranes include Phil, an Arling
'ghts conservative Republican
sman running for president;
, rtmpaigning for Congress from
e in Martinsville, Ind . , and

He and Bruce run issue-oriented
campaigns.
Crane characterizes Bruce as a loose

, a Danville dentist and GOP
te in this east-central Illinois
trane-Bruce matchup became
le . when Democratic Rep .
Shipley said he would not seek

·

man with the public purse.
"Terry, on a 1977 state budget of ·
$10 billion, with his votes overspent it
by $2.S billion. On the budget of 1978,
the state budget of $ 1 1 t>illion, he
overspent it by $5.S billion, with his
votes, " says Crane.
" So he's· a big spender, and that's ,
the very problem we're confronted
with in Washington, D.C. , today,
which is causing inflation-spending
money we don't have . ' '
·

term. He has endorsed
, an Olney attorney and assistant"
Senate majority leader.
Shipley's chief aide, Donald
, who lost to Bruce in the
election, endorses Crane.
polls show Crane and Bruce are
g lieck-and-neck.
s going to be nip-and-tuck, ' '
e . "I think it's going to come
to the. seventh election day and
who gets in there and does all
k and so on. "

·

Bruce shoots back: "That tabulation
is put out by the Illinois Conservative

Union. That's a group that does no
more than total up all the appropria
tions bills and records your votes on
them.
It doesn't indicate, for example, that
we had to split many budgets and
voted on many of them twice.
"We cut $19 billion out of the
governor's operating budget this year.
We balanced the budget . ' '
Crane supports a shift of Social
Security administration to private in
dustry, and Bruce strongly 's upports

says his campaign coffers are

ably lighter than those of

, who took a sabbatical from
two months ago to campaign

e.

y tpponent' s raised about five

I have. He's
about $300,000 in receipts
've disclosed about $60,000 , "
ce.

u much money as

continued governmental control of the
program.
.
Crane supports deregulation of nat
ural gas prices, but Bruce opposes it
because hefears consumers would pay
. higher utility bills.

said Bruce, "I still don't think
an election. " Some
observers compare the poli
active Crane family with the

can buy

Candidates at the March primary wait their tum to. speak at the candidate:
forum held at Eastern. In the foreground is Roscoe Cunningham, who wa:
defeated in the primary by Dan Crane.

bffffo�@::

.5. senato r

lex S e i th

On another issue, Seith said · he
supports the three-year extension for

Alex Seith said he 'would like to

the Equal Rights Amendment. "ERA
is a fair bill because it provides basic
rights. It is regretable that it hasn't
passed y�t," he said.

· 's plan, called "revenue keep
" proposes that 10 percent of the

Seith also emphasized the need for a
comprehensive energy bill that stress
es conservation and the development
of new sources of energy. Seith said

Bennett

ocratic candidate for U.S. Sen

more money from income taxes
in IDinois than go to Washington.

·

income tax be retained for the·

he would pressure Congress to re
search geothermal energy and solar
energy.

said he introduced the plan in

of 1977 when he "looked at the

In

m of federal spending and found

ible solution. " The revenue
. (. plan is supported by the
• laxpayers Federation.
·

. he said public schools should

to priority for funding.

e schools will be better off if
is takes charge of funding. Then
ers, parents and school board
bers will feel more involved. .

additon,

because

some

have

recently charged that Illinois receives
too much of the nation's nuclear
waste, Seith wants to see more re
search go into the immediate and
long-range effects of nuclear power .
Seith said his main concern in his
campaign is helping people make ends
meet.

·

"Whether it is with college, car,
house or tax payments, people are
always looking for a way out, and I

want to help the� find that way , " he
explained.

C h a r l es
Percy
by Bob Nasenbeny

Incumbent Charles Percy, Republi
can candidate for U. S. Senate, said he
believes legislation should be enacted
to combat the increasing problem of
nuclear dumping in Illinois and in the

United States.
Kathy Lydon, a Percy press aide,
said the senator believes the federal
government should take responsibility
for dumping control instead of the
state government.
The federal government should be
responsible for federal wastes and
privately controlled wastes, and they
should set up deadlines for disposing
these wastes, Lydon said.

credits, accelerated depreciation �
llowances, promotion of . exports, a�
tax credits · for the creation of oppc..
tunities for unskilfod and disadvan1
aged workers, Lydon said.
Percy also favors the deregulation <
oil and natural gas prices which ar
now artificially low and thereby et

She said Percy believes the biggest
problem facing the country and Illinois
citizans is inflation, with taxes close
behind.
Lydon said the senator supports a
"taxpayers agenda" which -will stieairiine
the government.
"It will produce a more efficient

.
"'

government, it will let private industr
work by itself and will work on a mer
system of hiring and firing civil servic
employees, " Lydon said.
Percy also said he feels there wi
not be a nation-wide tax revolt. H
does, however, support the Kemp-Roi
bill which is planned to cut goverr
. ment spending by one-third.
Percy said it would be an increse
incentive for Illinois businesses t
invest and create new jobs.
Among the industrial proposal
supported by Percy are a reduce
capital gains tax , investment ta

courage waste, she said .
Until new energy sources are mor
affordable Percy bel_ieves the use <
coal and solar energy must be it
�eased, Lydon said.
However Lydon said Percy oppose
the construction of nuclear breedt
reactors.
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Th is is you r c h a n ce

.

.

�

Few four-letter words carry th e
po wer and influ e n ce of
th e word .

.

.

•

. · VOTE

.

You have t h e o p po rt u n ity to d eterm i n e
w h o wi l l l ead your cou n t ry fo r t h e
n ext few yea rs .
·

.

-

Yo u h ave the rig ht to l et y o u r opin io n s
b e h ea rd . ·

You have t h e res po n s i bi l ity to i n s u re
t h at A m e r ica h as t h e best l ea d e rsh i
it ca n p rovi d e .

.

•

.

I T 'S UP TO YOU
VOT E O N Nov. 7 .
Eastern Ne ws

